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'Dial 911'
Meeting reveals tangle of county roads
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Anyone making a visit to the.
county for the first time may
have difficult-y understanding
- directions.
'Instead of receiving specific
roads and numbers to follow,
landmarks such as tobacco barns
and bridges are used. However...
all that will soon change.
- By the time Charles Cooper.
911 coordinator, finishes his
mapping system, there will not be
'any road names that are duplicated and houses will be marked
with numbers.
Cooper consulted a map detailing the original land grants when
deciding to change some of the
road _names. If the name on the
sign did not match the one on the
map. he made it conform with the

The name of the game is to save lives
and property. 99
...Charles Cooper
original name. If there was a
name conflict, he gave the road a
new name.
"What we're trying to get away
from is making a temple out of
the road for someone who is long
passed," Cooper said. "That is in
the past. What we must do now is
eliminate confusion."
Cooper spoke to residents of
District 2 (represented by magistrate Steve' Lax) Wednesday
about the Enhanced 911 system.
"If you have a 753 or 759
exchange, you already have 911,
which really is only speed dialing," Cooper said. "We arc going

straight to Enhanced 911. which
will allow the dispatcher to see
where the call is coming from
and is helpful if the caller is
unable to speak. The name of the
game is to save lives and
property."
About 11 residents attended
the meeting to ask questions and
express concerns they have about
the system. Lax was not present
at the meeting becau,c he was
working at the fire. stationi...-,:,..
One of the biggest concerns/61
residents is how the numbers Will
be given to their houses.
"I have a computer in my car

that will measure distances. As I
drive each of the county roads, it
will begin measuring and give
each house a number," Cooper
said. "While I'm driving, your
postal earner will be in the car
with me."
When all the houses are numbered and the phone company has
verified all the information, residents will receive a letter from
the Calloway County Fiscal
Count- which will include a free
copy of the new official county
map. Also, the post office will
send out cards showing what the
new addresses will he.
"Several businesses in town
arc helping to defray the costs of
pie . maps." Cur said.
One snag in the system is the
dispatching center. Instead of
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Siress flees
Marshall custody
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
The hunt for 3 Murray man
who 'escaped from Marshall
County •authornici Wednesday
is continuing, according to
public information officer
Deputy Andy Sedltx-k.
Donnie Stress, .30, escaped
from deputies after he was
served a Calloway County war
rant for his arrest charging him
with engaging in org,anued
crime.
The charges arc in connection
with a roundup of persons
believed to be involvelin the
transportation of marijuana
from Texas. Authorities have
been making arrests since a
Calloway County grand jury
returned indictments in May.

Sedloa said deputies have
been on the lookout for Stress
since the warrant for his arrest
was issued. While-investigaung
another call at the Marshall
County thiSinial; deputies saw
Stress visiting someone at the
hospital.
Deputies took Siress into custody at the hospital.
While being moved front the
hospital to a patrol unit, Stress,
si.ho was handcuffed behind the
hack, broke free and ran into a
nearby wooded area at approxi.
,,e
matel 1 1 :30 a.m.
Sedlock said one deputy as
tole another
holding Stress
v.ent to pull the pauol car to the
door when-- the man escaped.
"Stress must have seen an

•

See Page 2
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Old, Old, Old Glory
Local flags
in sorry shape
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Tqnes photo
A numbt6r of residents voiced their concern about the previous flag that
flew above the George Weeks Community Center, which was pratically
In shreds before It was replaced. It has not be determined how old this
flag Is.

On a hot, muggy day in September Mark Anderson loads a
step ladder, a few tools and a box
into his minivan and heads to
town.
He pulls into the parking lot
and begins to unload his wares.
Methodically, he begins the work
at hand.
As with any job. there is a
proper way to do it. But this job
is special. It requires the utmost
care and respect.
Anderson was at the George
Weaks Community Center Wednesday morning to replace a tattered, torn flag of the United
States of America.
A number of citizens who have
been at the Weaks Center recently voiced concern and disgust at
the condition of the flag that was
Being displayed in front of a
public building.
Anderson said after receiving a
call from the county judge/
'executive's office earlier in the
week asking that the flag at the
community center be changed, he
made several attempts to give a
new flag to the center.
—Nobody would take the new
flag," he. said.
Finally, Anderson took it upon
himself to replace the flag in
front of the Weaks Center on

Poplar Street. In order to do that.
Anderson had to get his own ladder and tools to do the job.
This flag was almost completely faded and severely torn. He
said the five other flags he
changed Wednesday morning
were
as had or worse shape as
this one."
"What 'really upsets me is
when I see one like this flying Qr
when one gets stolen," Anderson
said as he hoisted the bright, new
flag up the pole that the Woodmen installed in 1990.
Anderson, WOW's fraternal
coordinator for west Kentucky,
said the life insurance smiety
provides flags free of charge to
non-profit groups.
So far this year, Woodmen
have presented more than 5(X)
flags in Calloway County.
On the Fourth of July alone,
Woodmen presented 92 flags to
non-profit agencies. The group
sold approximately 50 more flags
during the holiday.
Anderson said WOW provide
several flags to schools and churches. Murray State University has
received 97 flags this year from
Woodmen.
"We do a lot Of community
service," Anderson said. "Usually
the school will call at the begin111 See Page 2

STACEY CROOK/Lodger S T•mes photo

Mark Anderson, Woodmen of the World fraternal coordinator in west
Kentucky, replaces the tattered flag in front of the Weaks Center Wednesday afternook The old flag will stored and burned next summer at a
ceremony.

'Forces of Death Prevail' as Bosnian talks collapse
By DUSAN STOJANOVIC
Associated Press Writer
GENEVA (AP) — The breakdown of Bosnian peace talks
means that Serbs and Croats may
divide the country between themselves and leave no land for the
Muslims, the leader of Bosnia's
Serbs said today.
"Carving up Bosnia in two
pieces would never happen by
our intention but it may happen
by the events," Radovan Karadz-

ic told a news conference.
He predicted that authorities in
government-held areas like the
strategic industrial region of Tuzla would seek to join up with a
Serb state rather than face continued war.
The talks broke up Wednesday
after Bosnia's Muslim-led government rejected a three-way
ethnic partition of Bosnia.
Bosnian President Alija Izetbegovic said the proposed peace

plan made no guarantee of the
survival of a Muslim state. •
The breakup of the talks came
just as it seemed the warring factions were on the verge of a final
accord on how to end a war that
has killed up to 200,000 people
the past year.
"The forces of death prevail,"
said Bosnian Croat leader Mate
• Boban.
"Unfortunately the war will
continue," Croatian President

NprcE
• Murray Civic Music Association
has extended its membership • drive
through Sept. 22. Descriptive brochures
with applications are available at the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce or by calling 762-4516 Or
753-3257. The first performance in this
year's series begins- Sept. 22 at 8 p.m.
sith the Louisville Orchestra.

Franjo Tudjman said as he left
the .meeting.
Izetbegovic left Geneva today
for talks- with Turkish President
Sulcyman Demirel — one of
Bosnia's main allies. Izetbegovic
planned to kead to New York to
address the U.N. Security Council on Monday.
Izetbegovic claimed the Croats
and Serbs were unwilling to offer
"most basic compromises,"
referring to their refusal to give
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II Murray No, 1 Water District will
conduct periodic flushing of fire hydrants
Thursday. The flushing will being at
approximately 8 a.m and should be
completed by 4 p.m. If there is any cIscolorization in the water, flush thoroughly
for a short time. Clothes washing should
be postponed until the water clears.

II John Patterson was the unexpected
hero in Atlanta last night, homering in
the top of ninth to give the San Francisco Giants an important win over the
hard-charging Atlanta Braves in the tight
NL West

- Page 48

the Muslims access to the Adriatic Sea and more land- in northwestern Bosnia.
"The minimum of minimums
which we put before the•eonference would have allowed an economically and politically viable
state," he told a news
conference.
Both Izetticgovic and Tudjman
said they were willing to return
to the negotiating table. But
Tudjman warned that a peaceful

EIMER.

settlement would now take
"weeks if not months."
Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic said he still held out
hope that the current peace package would be signed.
But European Community
mediator Lord Owen voiced fears
that fighting would nowepincrease
in rimy parts of Bosnia, particularly central Bosnia where
Muslim forces have been battling
Croats in a land grab.
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U.S. says Demjanjuk can return
WASHINGTON (AP) f— If
accused Nazi war criminal John
Demjanjuk is freed by Israeli
authorities, he won't be blocked
from returning to the United
States but he still could be
deported later, the Justice Departmen/ says.

••••••1

"We're not dropping the
fight." Attorney General Janet
Reno said Wednesday. "We will
conuraie to do everything possible to uphold the court orders
denaturalizing and deporting Mr.
Demjanjuk."
The Justice Department origi-

juk's return would have caused
"irreparable harm" to the United
States.

nally argued it would have to
break the law to comply with a
ruling by the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati
allowing Dcmjanjuk to return to
appeal his extradition to Israel.

Solicitor General Drew S.
Days III, the government's chief
courtroom lawyer, made the decision, and Reno concurred.

But Reno said Wednesday:
"Based on the law and the
opportunities to go to the
Supreme Court, we have concluded that we cannot seek a
stay" of the appeals court ruling.

Demjanjuk, 73 and a retired
Ohio autoworker, was extradited
to Israel in 1986 and convicted
there of being a notorious gas
chamber guard, Ivan the Terrible.
at the Treblinka death camp were
850,000 Jews were killed during
World War II. The Israeli

To persuade the Supreme Court,
the Justice Department would
have had to. show that Demjan-

REPORTS
MURRAY POLICE
Aug. 30
.•David Reed, Broad Street, was arrested and charged with
assault and resisting arrest following a domestic dispute.
Aug. 31
•A 12-year-old boy was charged with simple assault folloWing a call to police by a resident on North Filth Street who
reported her son was Out of control.
'Jonathan Drew Armstrong, Clayshire Drive, was charged
with fourth-degree assault following a domestic dispute with
his wife.

Supreme Court overturned his
conviction and death sentence
July 29, citing new evidence from
the former Soviet Union.
An Israeli Supreme Court
judge today ordered another
delay in releasing Demjanjuk
pending further study of appeals
by Holocaust survivors and Nazi
hunters who demand a new war
crimes trial. The ruling marked
the sixth time Demjanjuk's original Aug. I deportation order was
delayed to permit review of arguments of those seeking a new
trial.

KENTUCKY STATE POLICE
Sept. /
•A 7-year-old Graves County girl was killed when the car
she was riding in apparently pulled into the path of a tractortrailer truck loaded with logs at 7:20 a.m. On Ky. 121. approximately four miles north of Mayfield.
Whitney Strong, Hickory, was pronounced dead at 8.10
a m. by Graves County deputy coroner Leonard May.
Four other Hickory residents in the vehicle were injured.
Carol Strong, the mother arid driver, was transported to Western Baptist; Sandra Strong, 10, and Joshua Wilson, 14. were
admitted,to Pine Lake Medical Center. Jarnie'Wilson, 12, was
treated and released.
The driver of the tractor-trailer, Terry L. Showers, 40, Camden, Tenn., was treated and released.
Accident reconstructionist Trooper Torn Rottinghous and
Trooper George Bell investigated the accident Mayfield/
Graves County Rescue Squad and Mayfield police assisted.

•911...
•

FROM PAGE 1
calls going directly to Murray or
Calloway County, they will be
routed to the Kentucky State
Police in Mayfield and then
transfered to the proper agency in
Murray or Calloway County.

.•

"Why do I have to send a call
to Mayfield to have it routed
back here?" Cooper asked the
residents.
He said the reason why Murray
is not serving as a dispatch center
for the County is because "the
mayor and the judge - couldn't

Why not put the Calloway County Dispatching Center, the Murray Police Department, the Calloway Sheriffs Department and the
jail all together?"
One resident expressed his
concern about the small number
of employees in the sheriff's
department.
"We have a good sheriff's
department, but not enough people to patrol the entire county,"
he said. "I'd be more than willing
to pay for additional deputies that
patrol each area of the county."
Cooper told the residents- that
since the county is divided up
into 12 townships, one deputy is
needed in each of them.
"The fiscal court needs to give

come to an agreement on the salary of the dispatcher."
Another drawback is that the
sheriff's department and the
police department are on 4wo different frequencies and can communicate only through a
dispatcher.
"We should have a dispatcher
for all the agencies in the county," Cooper said.
A solution to the dispatch
dilemma could be possible, he
said.
"We have to build a new jail
and I think everyone knows that.

KENTUCKY
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the sheriff's department more
money," he said.
Another area in which the residents were especially _interested
is the display of house numbers.
Cooper said if the mailbox is
in front of the house, the numbers
can go there, but if it is not, the
numbers need to be displayed in
the yard.
He asked residents to put a
sign in their yards now showing
the current route and box number.
"That will help as we start
addressing the county," he said.
"It doesn't have to be anything
fancy, maybe a piece of wood
with the information painted on
Cooper also showed art example of a new sign that is expected
to withstand sticks, pipes and
efforts to remove it from its
designated spot. It will clearly be
marled as the county's property.
"We need to make everyone
aware that these are not only road
signs or stop signs, hut life
signs," he said. "We are talking
lives here, not child's games."
Cooper said he hopes an ordinance will be .passed ordering a
S500 fine for anyone stealing
signs and a S250 reward for
information of the theft.
An informational meeting for
District 1 (Clyde Hale) is tonight
from 6 to 8 p.m. at the George
Weaks Community Center.
Magistrates Bobby Stubblefield
and Clyde Hale attended the
informational meeting for Stubblefield's district Tuesday.

MARSHALL COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Aug. Sept. 1
•Scott Overby, 26, was charged with second-degree
assault, a class C felony, after he allegedly injured his girlfriend, 24-year-old Melissa Mattingly of Murray. Mattingly
reported to police that Overby struck her with his fists and a
blunt object. She escaped and went to a neighbor who took
her to the hospital where she was treated for various cuts and
bruises. Overby was lodged in the Marshall County Detention
Facility.

•Siress...
FROM PAGE 1
opportunity to get away," Sodlock said.
Deputies began a foot pursuit
into the wooded-area but lost
track of Siress after he made his
way across a nearby creek.
The search was called off
shortly before dark. Scdlock
said the department is not conducting a full-scale search for
Siress at this time.
He is not believed to be

•Local flags...
FROM PAGE 1
fling of each year and tell us how
many they need." _
Presenting flags is not new to
Woodmen. They have been doing
it since the organization was
created more than 102 years ago.
Woodmen of the World also
sell flags to businesses.

- 9
7tK

"We.like.presenting flags more
than we like selling them,"
Anderson said.
During WOW's youth camp in

our Con% enience Nim Otter%

p
UPS Pick-Up
flails
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Order?"

>

the summmer, Anderson said a
formal flag disposal ceremony is
conductcd.
The ritual consists of burning
the old flags, one of the proper
ways to dispose of an American
flag.
"We are a very patriotic organization," he said.'
Non-profit organizations interested in obtaining a U.S. flag can
call Anderson at 753-4382.

Miss your paper?
For

I

dangerous and deputies do have
an idea of his whereabouts,
Sedlock said.
Stress is described as a 6-2,
200 pound, white male with
light brown hair that his balding
on top. He was last seen wearing white shorts and a pink and
green striped white shirt.
Persons who may have information about Siress can call the
Marshall County Sheriff's
Department at 527-3112 or the
911 Center.
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Why I should be

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are. urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
I 3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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Arafat: PLO will return soon to occupied lands

Pockets of devastation
clean up Emily's aftermath
BUXTON, N.C. (AP) — Tourists picked up their vacations
where they left off, and storekeepers removed the tape and plywood
boards they had put over windows in ettparation for Hurricane
Emily, the storm that didn't come.
Emily struck only a glancing blow to the narrow, low-lying Outer Banks islands before veering out to sea. But its aftermath may
have proved more deadly: Two swimmers were missing after being
sssept into the surf at Nags Head.
Despite the winds of about 100 mph that scoured the shoreline,
only pockets of damage were reported in North Carolina. The worst
damage — caused more by water than by wind — was to the
easternmost Outer Banks.
"Where it's bad, it's real bad," state Transportation Secretary
Sam Hunt said after tounng the scene. "The state got off pretty
good But if you're one of these homeowners, it's still a disaster to
uu
Evacuation orders were lifted from North Carolina to New
York's Long Island, and people returned to many beaches. But lifeguards warned of high. rough tides, banning swimming at some
beaches in New Jersey and Maryland and allowing only wading at
others.
A search off Nags Head for the missing swimmers, two Alabama
men, was called off after dark.
'Many busiriets Owners spent Vedneiday fancying the tape we
• boards they had put up to protect windows.
"It's the normal thing you should do when the National Weather
Service issues a hurricane warning for where you live," carpenter
Ronnie Powell said as he removed plywood from a store in Ocean
City. Md. "It's much easier to do this and hope for the best."
Tom Wilson, a vacationer from Harrisburg. Pa., brought his family back to Ocean City after spending the night in an inland motel
with no air conditioning.
"It was so hot, I couldn't sleep. So I watched TV and when I
heard .the evacuation was lifted we -headed back," he said. "We
weren't about to go home and waste half of this vacation."
So little damage was done to Ocean City beaches that the Coast
Guard put up a sign -outside its headquarters reading. "Emily has
been a drill?"
Farther south, Emily's reputation did as much damage as its
- winds: The Outer Banks' Ocracoke Village was a virtual ghost
town — with stores, shops and restaurants closed — despite a perfect beach day, with blue skies and temperatures in the mid-90s.
Thousands of tourists who had been ordered to evacuate were not
allowed to return because some utilities had not been restored.
Repairs may take several days.
A helicopter tour showed only a few structures destroyed along
the Outer Banks. The eye of the storm, circled by winds up to 115
mph, lot no closer to Cape Hatteras than 20 miles.
"We dodged a bullet," said Gene Chieltini of the National
Weather Service in New Jersey.
At 11 p.m. Wednesday, Emily was centered about 310 miles
south of Yarmouth. Nova Scotia, with top winds of 110 mph. It
was.heading east-northeast at about 22 mph.
The storm surge brought water as much as 9 feet above harbor
bulkheads at Buxton, where winds were clocked at 98 mph. The
historic Hatteras Lighthouse was untouched, while roofs of the
Coast Guard housinunearb_y were peeled back like sardine tins.
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JERUSALEM (AP) — YasserArafat predicted today that he
and the PLO would return soon
ID the occupied territories.
The optimistic statement
issued in a letter sent to a West
Bank university — came as
Palestinian and Israeli leaders
tried to narrow their differences
on istablishing ties and pave the
way for senior: leaders to sign an
agreement on Palestinian
autonomy.
But any accord faces strong
opposition from hard-line factions. Arafat also seeks backing
from Arab nations.
In Amman. Jordan's King Hus-

to be stormy. Opponents objet,
that the agreement worked out iii
secret negotiations between
Palestinian and Israeli diplomats
in Norway Starts autonomy onls
in the Gaza Strip and the Wei
Bail city of Jericho.
Haider Abdul-Shafi, head oi
the Palestinian delegation, • sail
on Israel television that he would
refuse to sign the agreement. ,
- Rejectionists both within the:
PLO and in the fundamentalist
Islamic movements said that Ara
fat should not have agreed to
postpone discussions on the sta
tin of Jerusalem, which they want
as-a capital. and should have got
ten a firm commitment to cstah
lishing a Palestinian state.

could run the stite as though he
never left.
On Sept. 8, 1935, near the state
House chamber, Long was shot in
the abdomen. He died two days
'later.
Dr. Carl Albert Weiss, identified as the assassin, was gunned
down by Long's bodyguards, but
doutits remain as to why he
would have done it. Lawmakers
gossiped that Weiss' father-inlaw was to be gerrymandered out
of his judicial seat.
A number of books have suggested that Long's bodyguards
-accidentally shot Long while putting 61 bullets in Weiss. Weiss'
exhumation in 1991 did nothing
to prove or disprove the theories.
"There will always be stories," Russel) Long sighed. He
said he is satisfied that it was
Weiss who pulled the trigger.

WINNFIELD, La.(AP) One
because textbooks cost too much.
hundred years since his birth and
And health* care was a dream.
half a century after his assassinaThe short, fiery Long went'to
tion. Huey Long's legend conthe stump — probably the first to
tinues to flourish, just as this
use that technique in this state.
impoverished state did in his
Any place Huey could find—as
powerful hands.
-many as three people. 'he would
Louisiana was like a developlook for a stump or crate to clinib
ing nation before Long took over —onto and start talking.
in 1928 and used taxes on oil
And they would listen.
companies to build roads.
Crude ashen he wanted to he.
bridges, schools and hospitals. Long could kurn sophisticate. too.
The state was transformed,- and
speech 'he chose as his
along the way Long was conbackdrop the oak in St. Martinverted from a peapatch politician
ville where - Long-tellow's
to the Kingfish -- a presidential
Evangeline supposedly waited for
contender.
her lover, who never appeared. •
Dozens of politicians and
He fashioned the nation's only
admirers made the pilgrimage to state-operated charity hospital
his hometown in the piney hills
system, built schools and gave
of northern Louisiana on Monday
the students textbooks and
to celebrate what would have
lunches. "In those seven years,
been his 100th birthday.
the state got more than ;,1/00
"I don't mind being known
miles of paved roads' and .no tellonly as Hucy's son'' in Louisiaing how many bridges," Russell
na, said former U.S. Sen. Russell. 1.ong said.
Long. who as chairman of the
His methods were severe. He
Senate Finance Committee
would threaten legislators to get
eclipsed his father's power — if
their votes and call out the
only nationally. "Huey did more
National Guard to put fear in. his
for this state than anyone had
opponents.
ever done."
His demagoguery and dictatorOr has done since. .
ial tactics created enemies, but
In 1928. the state was run by a
not enough to make a 1929
powerful machine of wealthy
impeachment attempt stick..- lie
planters and urban politicians.
left the governor's °Rice in 1932.
Small farmers couldn't get
to take a U.S. Senate seat, choostheir crops to market because
ing his own replacement so 'he
there were no paved roads and
only three bndges in a state cut
by rivers, bayous and swamps.
Their kids couldn't go to schorst—
For 4bnc

Ic orga-

s interflag can
82.

Insulate Now and Get

A FREE JACKET!!

not
livered
!ger &
londay
0 p.m.
a call
.cirAween
day or

sem said in an interview pub- quarters to a conference at Sir
lished today that Jordan rejected .Z.eit University.
any agreement to which the kingback in
"You will see e PLOth
dom was not a party and calling
its homeland. We will go together
!or a summit meeting of Arab, to our Jerusalem" said Arafat,
le.iders-on the subject. But he fell
who was on a tour of Arab capishort of specifically condemning
tals to sell the Israel-PLO plan
the pact.
before a meeting of the central
Officials on both sides indicommittee of his' Fatah organizecated that the sticking points • "lion planned for later today. •
were over the language of the
Arafat badly needs the
recognition and the form the PLO
endorsement of his own group
announcement would take, -since
before proposing the accord for
Israel wants a•n authoritative
approval by the PLO Executive
declaration.
Comniittec and the Palestine
"1 'am sure I will see . you
National Council, or parliament
soon." Arafat said in a letter faxin exile.
ed from his Tunis,'Tunisia, head
The Fatah session is expected

6

Long's shadow still looms over Louisiana
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Bargain Matinee's
Saturday & Sunday
ONLY
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Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency
6th & M.nn
753-04b)

Don't labor on
Labor Dal
8Piece
Fried Chicken Dinner*

You can gut a FREE JACKET when you
buy ten or more packages of CertainTeed
Fiber Glass Insulationl Offer limited and
restrictions apply See our displ7y for
complete details

Your holiday gathering or picnic is easy with
Hardee's crispy, juicy fresh frie chicken
At a great price

•

* 8-Pieces of
Fried Chicken
* 4 Biscuits

CertainTeed El
Fiber Glass Insulation

•Irw

4.14

Macklanburg Duncan

$8.29
$1.59
$16.95
$2.29 sq It

Jamb-Up Door Weatherstrip
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Chestnut Brown
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36" Threshold Aluminum & Vinyl
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Challenger Circuit Breakers

Save An
Additional

15°/cs off

4W13air Your Home Now To Avoid Woes In Winter

5305 700)
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Whether aesthetic appeal home repair or weather proofing are the motives autumn is a
great time for home renovating and refurbishing
The intense summer heat will soon die down and the cool breezes signaling winter's
forthcormng chilly winds will be in the air
Is your home in pnstine condition and ready for such seasonal artnbutes as the halide's
and visiting relatives or hazardous weather conditions'
Intenor or extenor home improvement projects can assume any number of forms from
installing a new kitchen sink to putting up new window screens to adding a whole new room to
the house Energy wise homeowners know that installing insulation in certain areas can
reduce heating bills this winter and decrease air pollutants
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Rumpled diplomat
has front-row seat
on history's stage
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Diplomatic Writer
. .
WASHINGTON (AP) — You wouldn't know his name, but the
face may be vaguely familiar.
Tall. lanky, and somewhat rumpled, Dennis Ross is one of those.
backdrop faces in countless photographs of a US. secretary of state
meeting with key players in the Middle East peace process.
During the Bush administration, he is spotted .standing near
James A. Baker III. Now Bill Clinton is in power and there is Ross
occupying a key spot -at the right hand of Warren Christopher.
When it comes to the Middle East, Ross is the government's
institutional memory, supplying continuity for a process that overlaps_ administrations. As such he also personifies the strengths and
limits of the United Statif role in the region.
In the post Cold War world, the United States increasingly ponders what role-it can play, whether it's in the Middle East or Bosnia or Somalia.
As -Baker's chief idea man, it was Ross's task to help decide
where and how best the United States should use its power.
He was deeply involved in designing a policy toward the Soviet
Union in the days of its collapse and was an advocate of a more
aggressive campaign for Middle East peace negotiations in the
aftermath of the Persian Gulf War.
Ross gets a lot of credit for helping design and implement the
campaign to pressure and cajole Arabs and Israelis to enter formal
peace negotiations. Those talks opened 22 months ago in Madrid
and progress was, at btst, spotty.
Then ironically, when the Israelis and Palestinians announced
what could be the biggest breakthrough so far in-the negotiations,
Ross and the United States appeared to be on- the sidelines.
State Department spokesman Mike McCurry rejected the suggestion that the administration was a "bystander" in the latest development, but then conceded that "modesty would suggest that the
United, States shouldn't try to take too much credit for this."
After months of secret negotiations, Israeli and -Palestinian-Officials are predicting that PLO chairman Yasser Arafat and Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin will issue statements of "full mutual
recognition" within a day or two.
That extraordinary development-would take place along with an
agreement Co establish Palestinian self-rule in GAZ3 and the West
Bank town of Jericho.
Less than a month ago. Christopher visited the Middle East with
Ross among his chief. advisers. Jerusalem was aliVe with reports
that the so-called Gaza-Jericho option was under serious
considcration.
*
But the U.S. delegation kept suggesting to U.S. reporter's that the
far more likely option was an American-sponsored plan for limited
empowerment of Palestinians living in the.. West Bank and Gaza.
McCurry has said the U'niteil States was aware of the secret talks
between the Rabin government and the PLO.
William Quandt, a Middle East expert during the Nixon and Carter administrations, said, "My impression is, we were aware of it
but didn't 'take it very seriously."
- •
.
Quandt Says that dapite Ross's important role in the current
peace process, lie was "fairly late coming to the conviction that an
active American role was' important."
One explanation for Ross's hesitancy comes from his background as an expert on Soviet foreign policy. The Middle East was
a critical battleground during the Cold War, and U.S. policy in the
region was guided by the strong_belief that the Soviets should be
prevented from taking an active role in any effort to promote.negotiations between Israel and .its.. Arab neighbors.
•
Ross was about to leave the State Department to become director
of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, a -private think
tank, when Christopher recruited him to remain in. government as
special .c-oordinator for the peace process.
It kept the 44-year-old Californian in a familiar role of advising
the secretary of state and often making quiet trips to the Middle
East capitals in search of ways to move the process forward.
He was vacationing in California a few days ago when he was
summoned to a meeting at Point Mugu Naval Air Station outside
Los Angeles to learn that the process had suddenly moved rapidly
ahead without him.
•••••••
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Aug. 21, Star Tribune.- Minneapolis, on airlines:
President Clinton's special commiSSibn On strengthening the airline
industry already has scored one success: In passitt this summer's
deficit-reduction bill. Congress followed the commission's advice by
exempting airlines from new taxes on fuel. But if that was a good
idea, there are more where it came from. The commission's. final
report ... contains additional suggestions for stabilizing the financially
troubled industry.
One of the most sensible wasn't included in the earlier draft report
that contained the fuel-tax exemption proposal. That's to change the
bankruptcy law to prevent financially troubled airlines from taking
advantage of the protection the law gives them against creditors to
undercut the fares of healthier and better-managed competitors.
Other commission recommendations include rescinding recent
increases in airline ticket taxes, increasing the allowable percentage of
foreign ownership of stock in a U.S. airline from 25 percent to 49
percent, creating a watchdog panel to keep trace of airlines' financial
stability, and establishing an independent government corporation to
ensure that the air traffic control network has stable funding. ...
A fully recovered economy would help the airline industry most. In
the meantime, Congress and the administration can keep 'cm flying by
adopting more of the commission's •recommendations.

If only Betsy were here...
I've been known to exaggerate.
_ .That's why when someone tells
Ailiciw had something is, I usu/
, ally take it with a grain of salt.
For instance: When I asked
reporter Amy Wilson about the
911 informational meeting she
went to Monday night at the
Weeks Community Center, she
told me instead a story about a
flag.
The flag was Old Glory and,
because I exaggerate, I assumed
Amy had been working too hard
after I heard her tale.
She told me about the flag On
display in from ofthe community
center.
"It is torn and tattered. This
flag is practically ripped in two.
It is also very faded," she said.
A faded, torn and tattered flag
in front of a county building? I
think not:
Amy saw the disbelief in my
eyes and she took on the tone of
a zealot trying to talk to a
convert.
"I am not kidding. This flag is
pitiful: It is a_disgrace," she said
while her arms flopped wildly
about her...
I steered the conversation back
to the meeting. While I was reading her storey about the 911 meeting, 1 quickly' came across a
reference to a "torn and tattered

flag."
That reference ended up on the
cutting room floor before the
story -was iminted, but I have to
admit my curiosity was stirred.
After lunch, Stacey Crook and
I drove by the Weeks Ceriter.
Folks, Amy wasn't exaggerating and neither am I. I have never
seen a flag, displayed before a
public building, that was in such
bad shape.
The flag was hanging limply
on the pole when I first saw it. It
was easy to see the faded colors.
It wasn't until a gust of wind
lifted it and the flag unwound
from around the pole that-1 could
sec what sorry. shape it was in.
The bottom half of .the flag
was ripped across the entire field
but it was not torn in two:
Sometype of lock on the ropes
prevented anyone from taking it
down. A ladder was needed.
I. felt guilty leaving it there. It
had been- diminished by weather

Weeks Center. Worse than this'
flag?
1 could feel Betsy Ross rolling
over in her grave.
As I drove around town, I
began to look at all the flags I
passed. I began to see them in a
different way.
Has-flying the flatheeornejust
a meaningless 'backdrop to our
and time.
daily lives? Do we see past them?
Stacey took photos of the flag
It is not that expensive to
to
work.
Boy,
went
back
and we
did I-owe- Amy an apology.-- ----r1ace these flags.-10--fack--theWoodmen of the World will do it
Now I was the zealot. We've
for free.
.
got to do something. I Said. 1
raged against this patriotic crime. • Yet I feel responsible for the
flag in front of the Weeks Center.
I wanted someone to pay. _
If a ghost could .come bacr to -How long had this flag been
haunt a place or watch over
flying in frontvf the -center?
Some estimates place it as far something important to it. -1 hope
back as 1990. That may not be Betsy Ross's ghost descends on
accurate, but this flag looked as Murray.
I hope her spirit won't hesitate
if it was one of the starter kits
created by Betsy Ross and was to rattle some chains late at night
displayed over 'the White House in the bedroom of someone who
until the end of the Civil War. has let a flag fall into sorry
Woodmen of the World pro- shape. 1 hope. she fills their
vides free -flags for any non-profit dreams with images Of battl&organization that asks for one. In fought and classrooms saying the
fact, that organization is the one pledge of allegiance.
-that came to this flag's •rescue.
And if the haunting doesn't
In an interview', Mark Ander- work, she can come and visit me
son told -Stacey that he had also (daytime is perferred) and I will
'taken down five other flags Wed- once again become the raving
nesday interning that were- as bad, zealot.
if not worse, than the one at the
And I am not exaggerating.
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Strategic deception in
Recently The New York Times
ran a front-page story-quoting four
supposed former Reagan Administration officials, who took refuge
among the chickens, by requesting
anonymity. They claimed that a
1984 test of the Strategic Defense
Initiative was rigged and that key
figures in the test lied about its
results to the Soviet Union and to
Congress.
ForMer Defense Secretary Casper Weinberger and Eugene Fox,
the officer in charge of the 1984 test,
denied any deception, but The
Times, in an editorial, was quick to call for a congressional investigation. Many liberal Dsmocrats, who
seem to be embarrassed that the
United States actuaHy won the Cold
War,were happy to endorse the call.
This little affair is typical of what
we have come to expect from
liberals, many of whom shunned
military service, favored nuclear
freezes and in some cases unilateral
disarmament to show the Soviets
our good. intentions.. So many of
these people believed in the doctrine
known as "moral eqpivalency" —
that if we were nice and reasonable,
others, including our sworn enemies, would react that way, too.
Oliver North, the retired Marine
lieutenant colonel and possible Senate candidate from Virginia, who
ran a bruising press and congressional gauntlet in the Iran-Contra
affair, told me,"There's going to be
a nonstop retribution against all
those who worked hard• to bring
down communism."
• * .
Apparently liberals hate it that
they were wrong and conservatives

CAL'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
were right about the "evil empire.
So liberals are embarked on a
campaign to rewrite history and to
tarnish the records of Reagan and
Bush people so they do not receive
the credit they deserve.
Sure,.-Oliver North deceived the
Ayatollah and managed to fund the
Contras in Nicaragua, which led to
free elections there at a time when
Congress couldn't make up its mind
which side we were on and some
members were self-anointed secretaries of state, running their 'own
foreign policy out of Capitol Hill
offices. But few lament that North
stuck it to the Ayatollah, except the
appeasers who would. rather run
than stand and fight.

Even it some deception was involved in the SDI experiment, so
what? The fact that the Soviets
believed the system would work
caused them to invest money they
didn't have to develop advanced
weapons, and eventually this led to
the collapse of Soviet communism.
If an opinion poll had asked in 1980
if people would be wilting to pay Si
billion to bring down the Berlin.
Wall,causing a political earthquake
that would reach all the way to
Moscow, most would have said the
price is a bargain.
For the "moral equivalency"
types who saw Moscow and
Washington as vials, recall the
words of Arkady ShevtWriko, the

Just drop us a line
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters that be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

highest-ranking Soviet official ever
to- defect. In his.book; "Breaking
With Moscow," Shevchenko wrote,
"The Kremlin was the last place on
earth where one might expect directness, honesty and openness_. The
falsity of these men was -everywhere, from their personal lives to
their grand political designs.
"I watched them playing with
detente. I saw them building unprecedented military strength, obviously far beyond the needs of
defense and security, at the expenseof the Soviet people. I heard them
express, with cynical jokes, their
willingness to suppress freedom
among their allies. I witnessed their
duplicity with those who follow the
Soviet line in the West or in the
• •
Third World, extending even to
participation in conspiracies to kill
'unsuitable' political figures of other
countries.
"They avidly sought hegemony
and were infested with the imperialistic sickness of which they accused others — first, to widen the
U.S.S.R.'s zone of influence in the
world and, second, to find ways to
appease their insatiable desire for
expansion."
That is quite an indictment, and
perhaps to oppose such an enemy
was worth implementing some deception, if that's what was done in
the SDI test
Let's not forget, though the war
was "cold," it was still war. And we
won. We should be erecting statues
of those who won the Cold War —
not preparing for investigations and
indictments.
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Art Guild names 1994 award
for the late Richard Jackson
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Today editor

The Murray Art Guild will
give a new award in 1994 as part
of its annual Red, White and
Blue Show and competition during the July 4 Freedom Fest
activities. This annual award will
be called the Richard Jackson
Award, given to the top prize
winning work entered in the
show.
The first Red, White and blue
Show was conceived . and funded
by Richard Jackson in 1991,
because he believed there should
be a competitive show only for
Art Guild members, in addition
to the Guild's annual spring,cornpetition which is open to all area
artists.
Thus it seems fitting to honor
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"Your Baby Talks To You" will be the class to be taught. by
Family Resource Center of Calloway County School System starting Friday Sept. 3, from 1 to 2 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ. This class will focus on ideas for parents of newborns to the
age of 2. Beth Durbin. program specialist at the center, will be the
duckssion leader. Them is no charge_ and child care,will be provided free. To make arrangements for attendance call the center at
753-3070. Classes will continue on each Thursday through Sept.
•
30.

TOPS Chapter will meet tonight
TOPS KY. $469 will meet tonight (Thursday) in the annex of
Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-In will be from 6 to 6:45
p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7 p.w. This week's program will
be given by Brenda Waters and Maxie Former. TOPS is a nonprofit organization dedicated to those interested in weight loss. All
visitors are invited to attend.

Grogan reunion on Sunday
The annual reunion of the descendants of the late Dick and Adeline Grogan and families will be Sunday, Sept. 5, about noon in the
basement of University Church of Christ. A potluck meal will be
served. For more information call Charles Grogan at 436-5506 or
Allene -Evans at 753-5454.

VFW Groups plan meetings
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies Auxiliary will
meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory,
Coldwater Road. All members and interested persons arc invited to
attend.

Soccer workday Saturday

-

A workday at the Bee Creek Soccer Field will be Saturday, Sept.
4, from 8 a.m. to noon. Persons are asked tio bring paint brushes.
shovels, rakes, etc., to help in the work of preparing the field. For
information call 753-6277.

Homemakers to meet Friday.
'
Calloway County Homemakers Council will meet Friday. Sept.
3, at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn. All county officers should be present
at this first meeting of the year. The necessary books and forms
will be distributed to being the club year of 1993-94. All Calloway
County homemakers are welcome to attend, according to Vinita
Winters, president.

Charlton reunion on Saturday
Descendants of the late Grover C. and Beatrice Orr Charlton will
have a reunion on Saturday, Sept. 4, at Puryear Community City,
Puryear, Tenn. A potluck meal will be served at 12:30 p.m. All
relatives and friends are invited. For information call Oyna Reeves
at 492-8454.

COchrum reunion on Saturday
Descendants of the late William Duke and Sebirta Page Cochrum
family-will meet Saturday, Sept. 4; at the Farmington Community
Building. Hours will be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Each one should
bring sandwiches, drinks or chips, a family member said.

Pritchett reunion on Sunday
Pritchett family reunion will be Sunday, Sept. 5, at 11 a.m. at
Rockcastle Fire Department, located eight miles north of Cadiz on
Highway 274. For more information call 437-4588 or 437-4448:

LBL homecoming Sunday
The annual homecoming of the Land Between the Lakes will be
Sunday. Sept. 5, at the Walter Bilbrey Place, across from the Buffalo Pasture in LBL. A picnic lunch will be served about 1 p.m.
Persons should bring chairs for seating. This is for all those people
from LBL in the communities of Model, Blue Springs, Nevils
Creek, Tharpe, Crockett's Creek, Fort Henry, Bethlehem and any
other settlements in the vicinity.

DES Fundraiser started
Murray-Calloway County Disaster and Emergency Services
Rescue Unit (DES) has started its annual fundraiser. A DES representative will be going door to door with a signed letter of
authorization from Rescue Chief Kenneth Reynolds. The DES is
the only state recognized Rescue Squad in the city of Murray and
Calloway County and is not in any way affiliated wiht any other
volunteer rescue squad, according to Ronnie Burkeen, Assistant
Chief of Murray-Calloway County DES.

Mr. and Mrs. John Paul Gammon

Hale-Gammon wedding
vows are said Aug. 13

Whitney Delaney and Haley Delaney, Paris, nieces of the bride,
were flower girls. They wore white dresses trimmed with maroon lace
and maroon cumberbunds.
Bryan Lowery, Jonesboro, Ark., was best man. Groomsmen were

Kendall Joseph, Fairmont, W.Va., Clint Dozier, Huntsville, Ala., and
Jim Gammon and Jeff Gammon, McMinnville, Tenn., brothers of the
'groom.
Usher was James Allison, Nashville. The ring bearer was Caleb
Chapman, Nashville, cousin of the bnde.
The groom wore a white tuxedo. The men attendants wore black
tuxedoes.
Steve Delaney, .brother-in-law of the bride, directed the wedding.
- The bride's parents hosted a reception in the Comnwity Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank,
The serving table was covered with a white battenburg lace cloth,
gift from the groom's parents, was centered with a silver candelabrum
with maroon candles and flowers. The red velvet cake with white
icing was topped with bride's parents' caketop and flowers. Gold ribbon ran from the wedding cake to a small satellite decorated with a
"55" for the bride's grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Knowlton H. Crowell
of Nashville, who were celebrating their 55th wedding anniversary the
same day.
Servers were Carolyn Hale, Antioch, Tin., and Jill Plunkett, Nashville, cousins of the bride, Roxann Cook, Savannah, Tenn., and Sarah
Johnson, Nashville.
The couple is now residing at Nashville, Tenn.
The groom's parents hosted the rehearsal dinner on Aug. 12 at
ney's Restaurant, Murray.
A bridesmaids'luncheon was hosted by Mrs. Carolyn Adams at her
home near Stella the day of the wedding.

Volunteers are needed
Rape Victim Services will offer a trading workshop to people
interested in volunteering to, work with victims of sexual assault.
Volunteers provide crisis intervention and referral On the 24-hour
crisis line, and accompany victims to the hospital, police station
and court. Evening training sessions will begin in September.
Training will be held in Paducah and Murray area. For more information call 1-442-7273 or 1-800-928-7273.
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Saturday & Sunday
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Tao Salad,
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8 oz. Sirloin
Tons Salad
Choice of Potato
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•Yankee Scented Candles
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Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Director.
His talents were many and he
shared them with all who asked
He was always optimistic and
encouraged us to strive to
improve. He is greatly missed by
his friends at the Art Guild, but
we must all -work harder to
accomplish the goals he set tor

New
Shipment Of:

match the college.
She wore her mother's-beaded and pearled tiara to which her

sisters of the bride, and Mandie Jones, Florence, Ala. The honor attendant wore a green dress and the bridesmaids wore maroon dresses.

tribution to art and artists
teaching and critiquing, in addi
tion to serving as the Gallery

the . memory of Richard Jackson
by an annual award in the _show
he started.
The Art Guild and our community has lost a tireless worker
and supporter who will be hard to
replace. Jackson has touched
many lives, first in teaching at
the University School, where he
taught many of our children to
love art. He then moved to Murray State University, where he
taught, served as department
chairman, than as director of the
Clara Eagle Gallery.

Andrea L. Hale of Rt. 2,
and John Paul Gammon of Nashville, Tenn., were married Friday, Aug. 13, at 7:30 p.m. at Green Plain
Church of Christ, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Virgil L and Dana C. Hale of Rt. 2,
Hazel. The, groom is the son of Jim and Sharon Gammon of NliNlinnville, Tenn.
Officiating at the ceremony was the bride's lather. A Cappela music
was by the bride, her three sisters, the bride's father, and the groom's
brother, as recorded by Bill -Reid of Jackson, Tenn.
The bride, given in marriage by her father, wore a gown of white
chiffon over taffeta with sequined and pearled bridal lace appliques on
the large chiffon collar, bodice and sleeves. The collar was also
accented with tear-drop iridescent heads and crystal heads and pearls.
Accenting the full cathedral length train was a taffeta how with trim to

cathedral-length plus tulle veil accented with sequined and pearled
bridal lace appliques and pearls was attached.
Her bridal bouquet, made by her sister, was a white Bible accented
with small white magnolias, bridal wreath, pearls, tulle leaves, small
maroon flowers with streamers of dark green, white, maroon and lace
ribbon and pearl and crystal beads.
Julie Faye Plunkett of Nashville, Tenn., cousin of the bride, was
maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Danctte Delaney, Paris, Tenn., Ten
Meredith, Cottage Groye, Tenn., and Linda Creasy, Milan, Tenn., all

Alter his retirement from Mur
ray State, he Joined the Murray
Art Guild and continued his con
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keep, and then what to add to
their wardrobe to bring it more
up to date.
She laughed and said, "I'm n
a 'cleaner outer,' the customer
must do that first, then I go in
and the fun begins.
Sharon and I talked about the
new trends for fall, and layering
is one of the most important messages. The dress trends will
include: very long - calf to ankle,
usually buttoned up the front,
flared hemline, sleeveless as jumpen or layered over pants, and
By
long vintage shirt dresses.
Rainey Apperson
Coat trends include short, hip
When your roots call you
Daughter of Nancy and Bill length, and layered over everyhome, you answer, and Sharon Fandrich, Sharon graduated from thing, and also shown will be the
Fandrich is glad to be back to
Murray High School, class of short trench coat.
One of the biggest looks will
'Muriay. We, in western Kentuck- 1975. She moved to Nashville,
y, sometimes bemoan the fact Tenn., and pursued a career in be the white ruffled blouse worn
that our young 'people leave, and fashion, the thing that had always with jeans, jean skirt, or dressier
crepe pants, depending% if the
can't come back because of lack interested her.
blouse is made of cotton or may-of job opportunities. I quizzed
For many years Sharon worked
Sharon closely about why she as a personal shopper in a Nash- be rayon or silk.
The wide full and fluid pant
came back home, and it really ville Department Store. She also
boiled down to family, friends helped people organize their legs will be a new silhouette, that
and loving Murray.
closets. She told them what to is, if you don't remember when
we wore this look in the 70's.
Sharon also added that tailored
vests with blazer detail will be
worn some as a jacket
replacement.
She said make-up for fall will
include darker and more muted
shades,. with a neutral eye, and a
pencil liner in muted tones as a
dark grey.
It's always heart warming
when someone, who really loves
home, moves back, so Sharon,
(MUNI—CAE
welcome home.
• • • •
-f753-11111
Here's the thought for the day:
God gave us two ears but only
one mouth. Some people say
that's because he wanted us to
spend twice as much time listening as talking. Others claim it's
because he knew listening was
twice as hard as talking.
appc
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SPECIAL PARTY — Alpha Mu 04760, Epsilon Slum' Alpha International
Sorority members had a dinner M home of Lilian and Ken Cook on July
24. The occasion was a special "Welcome Home for Joan, Stephen and
Erica Vidmer and also a partfand cake In honor of Erica's 16111 birthday. Pictured, from left, are Ken and Lillian Cook, Erica, Steve and Joan
Vidmer.
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We are moving in September
to better serve you!
New Location - 12th & Sycamore
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Storewide Savings
Mercharukie
100/o off--
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By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
Right now, we've got a stack
of new books in that's almost as
tall as I am.
• • • •
Start with Lenin's Tomb: The
Last Days of the Soviet Empire
by David Remick. Lenin's Tomb
is the rarest of achievements, history that reads like fiction. The
revolution that overthrew the old
Soviet Union wasn't ma -up just
• of generals and politicians. It was
built on a foundation of people
who couldn't take any more and
who saw a chance for change.
This is going to be a "must read"
for anyone who wants to understand what's going on.
• • • •
Speaking of politics, you might
want to try Lester David's Good
Ted Bad Ted: The Two Faces of
Edward M. Kennedy. It's all
here. All the great ideas and
sleazy
family doings and high
Verdell Pack and Lawrence
ideals
and
all the really tacky
Deon Crosser of Paris, Tenn., are
the parents of a son, Christopher personal problems. I had to be
Shane Crosser, weighing six reminded to put the book down
pounds one ounce, born on Wed- and get back to work. THAT'S
nesday, Aug. 18, at Henry Coun- HOW GOOD THIS BOOK IS.
Sign up now, there's going to a
ty Medical Center, Paris.
waiting list for this one.
Grandpartents are Carolyn.
• • • •
Hayes Baker, Henry, Tenn.,
High
Roller
by Jan Wells is
Lawrence Ed Stallings, Puryear,
another
non-fiction
book that
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. E.V.
Warren, Camden, Tenn. Great- reads like a noveL Gerrie Powell
grandparents are Bob and Bell was the credit union manager for
Hayes of Paris and Homer and a manufacturing firm in Louisville. Over 25 years, she embezzled
Cody Stallings of Puryear.
more than six million dollars
from the credit union she managed, and used it to pay her way
into bluegrass horse society. If -1
told you half of what this woman
had gotten into, you would think
me a liar. This is something
you're going to have to read to
believe.
• • • •
We've also gotten a copy of
Farm Estate and Business Plan-

Crosser baby
born Aug. 18

Daisy
The
.B„utiqueTeritti,..1nrtqua
Fulton, 'IN

1,

LIBRARY NEWS
-

60qi) off

OPEN
LABOR
DAY!
,

CLEAN
SWEEP
SALE!
oNs
ri‘s°1

SI

.

5.00 8( 7.00
• BASIC & NOVELTY KNIT TOPS • BLOUSES
'NOVELTY SHIRTS • BODY SUITS • HANDBAGS
• HATS • SHORTS • PANTS • SKIRTS • SHOES
Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

QUILT PROMOTION — Hazel Senior Citizens are pictured with the flower garden quilt to be given away at Hazel Day on Saturday, Oct. 2. Tickets are being sold for the quilt promotion. Hazel Underwood Is site
director with Helen Brandon as activity director. They Invite everyone to
come by the center, Monday through Friday, for activities and lunch at
11:30 a.m. each day.

FOR THEIR SAKE...

REG. TO 39_99

Central Shopping Center • Murray

ning. Everybody knows at least
one real horror story of how the
father died and left the farm business in a real mess. This can be
avoided. If you are the farm owner, the farm owner's spouse or
one of the kids, you owe it to
every one else in your family to
read this book and use it to plan
for the changes that are going to
come.
• • • •
And while you're at it, read
Joseph M. Belth's Life Insurance:
A Consumer's Handbook. You
need life insurance, You might as
well get your money's worth.
This book can show you how. It's
straight forward but authoritative
and filled with the things you
NEED to know before you invest
in life insurance.
• • • •
On another note, there's The
First Twelve Months of Life from
the Princeton Center for Infancy
and Childhood. This is the newest edition of an old classic. (Our
older copies have all worn out.)
It's a month by month description
of a baby's growth and development. New parents will want it,
prospective parents will want it,
high school students taking family studies courses will want it.
It's probably the best book of its
kind in print today. (That's why
we bought it.)
• • • •
Finally there's my personal
choice for best book of the week.
It's The Cartoon Guide to Statistics by Larry Gonick and Woolcou Smith. No, I am not kidding.
I've had the graduate course in
statistics and these guys are giving the straight scoop. It won't
turn you into a statistician, but it
sure makes a good introduction to
a tough subject. I highly recommend it to any one who's thinking about science fair projects
(hint hint),

753-7991
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Thursday, Sept. 2
Murray Stale 1.1alveraly Roan' opening football game with Einem Illinoisr
pin/Stewart Statham.
Pod 6291 of Yawata of Fortsp Wars
sad Auztbaryf7 p.m./Natioaal Guard
Aarory.
Baptist Yams W111 of Westsidc Baptist Cloiraf7 p.ac/bome of Shanda
Schaaf.
Chrlatias Strigita/7 p.m /at $OO North
20th St. lafo/Josn, 759-1515, or Richard.
759-9991
TOPS 6469 raccong/6 plaJAssicx of
Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Hairdresser, meeting/7
p.m./Pagliat'S.
Keatecky Cataract Poultry Grouters
Association/7 p.m./PADD building, May
lnfo/1- 527- 1015_
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital
"D•g Netrill•a" seminar/7
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Free. In1o/436-2851
Kyle C•viagtira at Nature's
Bounty/6.30-830 p.m.
Murray High School events include
Boys Golf bons Paducah Tilghman
Singles Friendship ef. Parts, TeaaJ7 10
p.m./Farm Bureau Building. Pans Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA sad Al-Aars• closed meetings/11
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton
Info/153-11136 or 435-4314.
Murray Kiwaisia Cleh/6 'p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Calloway County High School Boys Soccer
will boa Lyon County/530 p.m.
Fatig4, Sept. 3
Calloway Cos •islomanakera Council/10
am/Holiday
Hurl Cester/opea 10 cm -2 p.m/for 001100
actirtuat
Weeks Center/opal I a.m.4 p.m./for senior
cansens' actinium. Bmakfast/8.30-9.30 sm..
'Your Baby Talks To Yotrisemmar/1 2
p.m./Glersdale Road Church of Cling, winsome! by Faintly Resource Center
hap, sponsored by Murray Shrum Club/7
p.m./National Guard Armory.
Bingo Phipt7 p.m. at Washing Well. Aurora, for
loriathin-Aurom Acuoo Group. Public welted.
AA mad Al•Astm/B p.m./opas to newcornem/
Amencan Legion Budding, South Stith and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Allard Chapter Ns. 445 of Order of Eastern
Star/7:30 p.m../lodge hall at Aurora.
0:2=0114

Labor Day Aro and Crafts Festiva1/10 cm -6
p.m./Fenton aconites area in LBL, sponsored
by KWW.
Stogies Orpatutlastal Smutty (30S)Aii 50 10
Chadic's Steak Howe and dance at Hopkinsvilk Chapter. Info/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.
Maio Street Youth Caster/205 North Fourth
Sclopat 6-11 p.m. Info/753-TEEN.
Morrey Higk Sckool Tigers will play. football game at TN; County High SchooI/7•30

Calloway Carty High School Laken will host
South Hopkins at football game/7-30 p.m./Rose
Staduffn.
Gases/11 p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
Wrather We Kentucky Museum/open 8.30
a.m.-4.15 p.m.
Nallowal Scowling Mwseams/open 9 em.-4-10

Load hewers Ike Lakes cvatts include Iron
Industry/1030 sm. and 1:30 p.m.Momeplacc,
Planetarium Show/11 a.m., I. 2 and 3
p.m/Visitor Center.

Greater Hope
Baptist Church
organized here
Two meetings were held recently-it Main Street Youth Center
for the purpose of organizing a
Baptist church.
The Aug. 19th meeting concluded that the new church will
be called Greater Hope Missionary Baptist church.
A Council of Ministers from
Kentucky .and Tennessee were
present Aug. 19 to observe the
organizational structure of this
new church.
The newly elected pastor is the
Rev. W.E. Cheaney. Services are
being held at the temporary locauon at Main Street Youth Center,
204 North Fourth St., Murray.
Services are Sunday School at
9:30 a.m., Sunday worship at
10:45 a.m. with Communion each
first Sunday, and Youth meeting
at 5:30 p.m., Prayer meeting at 7
p.m., and Bible Study at 8 p.m.,
each Thursday.

SNAPitti

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
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GYMNASTICS CAMP — Jane Marie's Dance Studio recently conducted a
two-week Gymnastics Camp. Each student received ribbons and a certificate for her achievement. Pictured, from left, are Heather Lowe,
DeAndra Heskett, Amanda Melton, Sheltie Wilson, and Erin Adams. Not
plctured is Catherine Frederick.

CLUB RECEIVES CHECK — Martha Andrus, right, president of Murray
Woman's Club, accepts a check for $2,500 from The Kentucky Heritage
Council from Gerry Reed, immediate past president, who wrote the
proposal. The matching grant was awarded for the reroofing of the club
house. Pictured below Is the club house with the sign showing the
renovation. Other improvements amounting to over $35,000 have beer
made by the club to maintain this community meeting place under the
leadership of the immediate past Advisory Council Chairman Barbara
Brandon.
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KAPPA MEETING — The Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club
will open the 1993-94 club year with a salad supper at the home of Sue
Allison on Tuesday, Sept. 7. Each member should bring a salad and
dues for the year will be collected as yearbooks are distributed. Persons desiring swim after the meeting are asked to bring a bathing suit
and towel. Hostesses will be Sue Allison, Gall Hendon, Rita Ford, Karen
Isaacs and Carolyn Marcum. New otflcers Installed at a meeting at
Temptations are, from left, Lynda Chaney, chairman, Sondra Barnett,
treasurer, Rita Henley, vice chairman, and Martha Roberts, secretary.

Hazel Woman's Club asking
for items for Hazel Day Oct. 2
The Hazel Woman's Club is
seeking -photographs, news articles and other items of interest of
Hazel -in the late 1800s and early
1900s.
The group wants old photographs, family histories or histories of early businesses in Hazel.
Photographs and other items will
be copied and returned to owners.
This information is needed

now to be used during the Hazel
Day Celebration on Saturday,
Oct. 2.
Persons having items are asked
to contact Sharon Ray, Dees
Bank of,Hazel. 492-8136 befeore
4 p.m., and after 5 'p.m.,
498-8312; Marla Thompson after
5 p.m., 492-8424; or Betty Hudson 'after 5 p.m., 492-8220.

Tina Ann Miller of Murray and E.L. (Skip) Bledsoe of Hermiston,
Ore., were married in a May first ceremony at Murray Woman's Club
House. The bride -n*,the daughter of Charles and Anna Miller of Murray.
Tht groom is the soieof Mrs, Gwen Madden of Echo, Ore., and the
late Carlos Bledsoe.
The Rev, William Cox officiated at the 3 pit. ceremony. Music
was presented by Odelsia. Torian and Orin Johnson, vocalists, and
Oneida While, pianist.
Given in mamage by her parents, the bride wore a -floor length
white bridal satin gown designed with a cathedral length train.
The bodice was accented with a sweetheart neckline and Victorian
collar with beaded and seqluined lace decor. The bishop sleeves were
a combination of satin, and lace accents. The drop waist was accented
at the back with a double bow with beaded and sequined decor. The
back Was accented wtth pearl .ttattons- from the VtetOftart collar down
to the double how. ,
The bnde opted to war a lace appliqued hat with tulle veil. She
carried a bouquet of white rosebuds accented with mauve and blue
rosebuds with greenery and white and mauve flowers. It was especially made for the bride by her. cousin, Pam Dickerson.
Terri Lynn Burkey, cousin of the bride, was matron of honor. Sonja
Miller of Franklin, Tenn., niece of the bride, was flower girl. Both
Mrs. Burley and Miss Miller wore mauve taffeta dresses.
Gary Bledsoe, Hermiston, Ore., brother of the. groom, was best
man. Ushers were CPT Dejarriett.-SFC Buchanan and CPT' Henson of
the ROTC at Murray State University. Chad Miller, Franklin, Tenn.,
nephew of the bride, was ring bearer.
A reception followed at the club house`
The couple is now residing in Austin, Texas.

HOSPITAL REPORT
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Aug. St, have been released as.
follows: ,
Newborn admissions
Enoch baby boy, parents, Melody
and Steve, RI 1, Box 168A, Hazel,
longswitrth baby boy, mother, Anita
Wells, At 2, Box 127, Calvert City
Dismissals
James E. Green, At 1, Box 408,
Hardin, Miss Misty Dawn Imus and
baby girl, At 5, Box 794, Murray,
Aubrey W Steely, Rt 1, Box 29,
Murray; Mrs Mavis Watson, Rt. 2, Box
593, Dover, Tenn ,
Mrs. Edith I. Ward. Box 23, Lynnville, Miss Margie C Lamb, At I. Box
234, Farmington
• • • •

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/What/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, It's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call.
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OUTERWEAR COATS

20% OFF
ALL BLAZERS

25% OFF
HOSIERY HANES TOO &
ROUND THE CLOCK

YOU

25% OFF

Come in and see our new fall
selections of gifts & accessories.
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HANDBAGS*

* New Aromatique potpourri & fragrances
4. Fabrics and wallpaper for
customized interior design
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North Fork News

Wyatt family visits in homes in area
By MRS. R.D. KEY
pat1 Corr•sporickint

NO MATTER HOW
YOU PICK IT UP
YOU GET THE &ST
DEAL WHEN YOU
COME IN
TO G4TTISI
LI
•••••••••••••
OM MP 4M MD 411

INNS=

VALUABLE COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffets

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffets
Dinner
Only!

$599

Lunch
Only!
4

ttrai

2

for $699
•Not good WS
oat*, 'wadi

•N•t good *.Sy
OLh,r woor

Good

*Good thru 9,909,3

Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller
on July 25. They book Mrs. Berne Jenkins home with them.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore went out to eat on ltily
31
Matthew Sykes spent the first
week in. August with his grandparents,. the Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and daughter. Tabitha, and Bryan
Irby went to Evansville, Ind., on
Aug. 6.
The Rev. Jerry Lee preached at
Westside Baptist Church, Murray, on Aug. 8 while the pastor,
the Rev. Glynn Orr, was on
vacation.
Tabitha Lee spent Sunday
night with Karla Blakely.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
left Aug. 15 for Borwnsville
where he is preaching.
Tabitha Lee spent the night of
Aug. 12 with Mr. and Mrs. Mitch
Sykes--The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee and Tabitha visited in my
home and at the home of the Rev.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes on Aug.
17.

Mitch and Marilyn Sykes were
at Vanderbilt Hospital,Tenn., on Aug. 20. She got a
good report from her check while
there.
Marilyn, Matthew and Mason
Sykes visited in my home and the
home of the Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes on Aug. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore
took the Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes out to eat on Aug. 20.
The Rev. Jerry Lee preached at
a church at Clarksville, Tenn., on
Aug. 22. He was accompany by
his wife, Susan, and daughter,
'abitha.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins went to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller
on Aug. 23 for several days after

Tipping Each)

The 18th annual Labor Day
Arts and Crafts Festival will be
held Friday. Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 4, 5 and 6, at the Fenton Activities Area in the Land
Between the Lakes.
Exhibitors from several states
and Western Kentucky will display their wares. Festival hours

10'

2 Tossed Salads or
2 Small SpaGattis
Only
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
Dine-In, Pick-Up Only!

753-6656

Chestnut St.

HOURS:
11 a.m.-10 p.m.

The Best Pizza In Town... WOKedi—.

Mon.-Sun.

44

The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and daughter.:Tabitha, and Clint
Paschall attended the church wide
Front Porch Singing at Westside
Baptist Church, Murray, on Sunday evening. Aug. 29.
Larue Orr visited in my home
on Sunday afternoon, Aug. 29.

Labor Day Arts and Crafts
Festival planned at Fenton

2 Medium Pizzas
One

a stay at the home of Mr. and
Mis.---).44acria--lnak ins.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
Nashville. Tenn., and the Rev.
and Mrs. Glynn OR of Murray
visited in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn On of Puryear,
Tenn., Aug. 27 and 28. The
Wyatts visited in my home and
the home of Rev. and Mrs: Warren Sykes. on Aug. 28.

will be 10
to 6 p.m. each
day.
Approximately 150 artisans
and craftspeople will be selling
their handiwork. This group
includes an array of skilled
craftspeople who will be demonstrating their craft for spectators.
The event is sponsored by
Kentucky's Western Waterland.
For more information contact
KWW, 721 Complex Dr., Grand
River, Ky. 4 2045 --oar call
1-928-4411.

Kentucky Children's
Home annual reunion
will be held Sept. 25

SPECIAL SALE — Pictured are members of Alpha Mu 14760 Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International Sorority working at the recent Trash and Treasure Sale held at the home of Helen Steffen. Approximately $300 was
raised to go to local charities this year. Mary Vidmer, Ways and Means
chairman, was In charge. Pictured, from left, are Hazel Matthal, treasurOf, Margaret Terhune, educational director, Kathie Gentry, recording
secretary, and Doztha Bailey, president Others working, but not pictured, are Mary Vidmer, Marjorie Hall, Jan Pritchett, Annorette Field,
Jean Lewis, Helen Campbell, Helen Steffen and Kathie Fleming.

Anyone having any connection
with Kentucky Children's Home,
formerly known as Kentucky
Children's Home Society, located
on LaGrange Road, Lyndon, is
invited to attend the 1993 reunion
at Breckinridgc Inn, 2800 Breckinridge Lane. Louisville, on
Saturday, Sept. 25.
All former residents, their families and all former employees are
invited to attend.
•
For further information contact
Fern Baker, 1-606-348-6983,
James Payne, 1-606-525-7478, or
Lucille Jenkins, 1-502-425-7168.
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SALE
Incredible Savings on Everything in Stock
SAVE UP TO 50% OFF!

PLUS UP TO 24 MONTHS FREE FINANCING
Minimum $499 Purchase With Approved Credit
Hours:
Mon. thru Sat.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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MosierCold

100 So. 6th On The Square

Mayfield

247-4488

"On the Spot"
Financing Available
up to 2 years
90 days
Interest-Free
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MCMA extends drive
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The Murray Civic Music Association has announced an extension in its membership—drive
through Sept. 22.
This will give newcomers to
the region the opportunity to
learn of the fantastic offerings
this season," Neva Grey •Albritten, MCMA president. said.
Descriptive brochures with
applications are available at the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. They may also
be obtained by-Caul 762-4516
Of 753:3257.
MCMA is celebrating its 35th
annualseason of presenting
world-class music and 'dance
attractions in Lovett Auditorium.
The 1993-94 presentations
include The Lousiville Orchestra
on Sept. 22; a broadway musical.

Jerry Lee
and Clint
lurch wide
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y, on Sunmy home
Aug 29.
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MCMA Announces Season

Gordon Andrus, Hardin, has
been awarded $5,000 from the
Southern Axil Federation,.
National Endowmenr-for the Arts
Regional Visual Arts Fellowships
in, Crafts, Photography and
Sculpture.
Andrus was one of 30 winners
selected from a pool of 1.100
applicants from Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisia.
na, Mississippi. North Carolina.
South Carolina and Tennessee.
His work ceramic work was
selected for one 'of ten awards
from a pool of 390.
Andrus studied fine art at Utah
State University. He received his
masters degree from New York
State College of Ceramics at
Alfred University in 1990.
He and his wife, Mar‘arine
Stewart Andrus, and son. William
Loyal, live -near Hardin w•here.
Andriis has a studio in which he
specializes in clay, -

Murray Civic Music Association, a volunteer organization dedicated to bringing performances of the highest quality at the lowest
Cant to the region, announces the upcoming 19,3-94 season.

n-

Sept.
The Loustvilie Orchestra (8 p.m.)
Sept. 23 — Loulavilie Orchestra Youth Concert (12 45 p m)
Oct. 10 — "Brigadoon" (3 pm)
Jan. 20 — Chanticleer Youth Concert (12.45 pm)
Jan. 20 — Cnanuclw (8 p.m.)
March
— Everett & Alicia Helm lecCorvey (8 p.m.)
AU performances are at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State
University Campus. Admission Ls free to MSU students.
"Brigadoon" on Oct. 10; Chanticleer -oh Jan: --02'07-and—TtreMcCorveys on March 8.
MCMA membership entitles

free admission to presentations in
Padilah; Cape Girardeau. Mo.:
Sikeston, Mo.; Carbondale. Ill.,
and Union City. Tenn. '

Playwrights announce meetings
Meeting dates, have been set for
the West Kentucky Playwrights.
The group will meet twice a month
at Playhouse in the Park, Murray,to
read and review the works-inProgress of participants. Through
the meetings, writers receive encouragement and feedback that
guides rciiiSions andfor completion
• of their plays. Newcomers and
veteran playwrights are welcome,
along with anyone in the region who
is interested in acting, directing, or
Participating in any aspect of the
annual playwrights festival.
In 1993. the group will meet on
these datcs:__Aug_ust 23;_September

re/1'
s

9union

)t. 25

:onnection
n's Home,
Kentucky
ty, located
Indon, is
i3 reunion
00 Breckville, on

13 and 27; October 11 and 25;
November 8 and 22; December 6
and 20.
Meetings begin at 7 p.m. in the
Green Room of Playhouse in the
'Park. unless you are notified otherwise. The 6th annual festival of new
plays is_ shied fox the- first -twoweekends in April, 1994.
The West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival is a regional event that
showcases new and veteran_ talent.
Since 1988, the festival has accumulated an impressive list of
achievements, with debuts each
year of_nev.•_playwrights as well as

repeat performers. The festival has
produced forty-two pla)s by.
twenty-five playwrights. The festival has premiered plays that have
gone on to full prOdpetion or staged.
readings. in professional and regional • theatres. Several festival
plays have beep adapted for media,
such as television and radio. TwO of
the plays have been published.
Excerpts from plays have achieved
a variety of honors, including grants
from the_KentUay Foundatiim for-.
'Women and the Kentuck Arts
Council. For additional -information call
502-759-1-75-L-- --- • - -

Dave's preview tops late night ratings

their lamloyees are

NEW YORK (AP) -- To no
one's surprise, the -first round
goes to Dave.

XI contact
148-6983,
5-7478, or
425-7168.

report released by CBS on
Tuesday.
The "Late Show" premiere
approached, though did not beat.

"Late Show with David Letterman" got a 10.9 rating (or reached about 10.3 million TV homes)
Monday night, for a hearty 32

the audience for Leno's first
night at the helm of "Tonight."
His May 28, 1992, premiere
scored an 11.8 rating.

percent share of the viewing
audience in Letterman's new
1135 p.m. EDT neighborhood at
CBS.
But NBC's "Tonight Show
with Jay Leno" held much 9f its
ground with a 4.1 ra,ting and 11
share, Of a half-million fewer
households than its average 4.6
rating.

NBC played it coy the morning
after the "Late Show" debut
despite a threat in July to sue
CBS if Letterman uses any shtick
from his 1 IA years as host of
NBC's "Late Night."

Viewership for ABC's "Nightand the syndicated
"Arsenio Hall Show" wasn't
included in the A.C. Nielsen Co.

'.'We're pleased that Tom Brokaw reclaimed some of our intellectual 'properties last night,"
cracked NBC spokesman Curt
Block. He was referring to Monday's humorous walk-on by the
NBC anchorman, who snatched

IT'S BAD.
IT'S BOLD.
THE "HULK
HOGAN" OF
FULL-SIZED
TRUCKS. AND
WE'RE TAKING
ORDERS ON THE
BIG BRUTE
RIGHT NOW...

two cue cards and left the stage
explaining they - were the net
work's ."intellectual property."

Gordon Andrus' "Teapot," an earthenware with braided
rawhide handle was awarded a SAF fellowship.
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the late-night scene will stabilize
is anyone's guess.
Next Tuesday, the Fox network
unveils "The Chevy Chase
Show," which, like "Tonight,"
is based in Los Angeles. It will
air in most markets at 11 p.m.
EDT, getting a 35-minute jump
on its talk-show competitors.
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h • Baked Fish • Fried Ciama
• Fried
• Boiled Shrimp • Fried Shrimp
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CBS is guaranteeing advertisers a minimum 4.1 rating for
"Late Show" after the inevitable
falloff in the audience. But when
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Because every week. 90.4 of Kentucky
dulls go one on one with • newspaper •

"If David crosses the line
again," Block said, "it might be
necessary for Tom to return. But
we're not taking any action
today."
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Two plead guilty
to snake smuggling

Everly Brothers returning to roots

WS ANGELES (AP) — A Taiwanese man caught- with 18
snakes strapped to his biceps and ankles as he was about to bmud--1plane pleaded pilty along with a co-defendant to trying to smuggle
protected reptiles.
Yu-te Chen and Chine-Kuo Liu were arrested July 5 at Los
Angeles International Airport_
U.S. wildlife agents confiscated 52 snakes. it/chiding the 18 "
wrapped in nylon sacks and strapped to- Chess body. The rest. also
in nylon sacks, were in a brown paper bag he was carrying. Assistant U.S. Attorney Nathan Hochman said
The snakes were apparently bought from local reptile dealers and
Iritended for export to Taiwan. Hochman said.
Chen, 27; drew a month in prison and a year's probation
Wednesday.
Liu, k). could get up to live years in prison and $250.000 in
fines at spntocing later this year. He was -convicted of similar
charges last year after he was arrested with 11 lizards and a boa

could be growing up around the
coal mines of Muhlenberg County in the 1940s and '50s. But the
summers of Ted Everly's youth
were idyllic.
"They. were happy times
beCause it Was ill so innocent.
My ,cousins and me, we'd do
what most kids did around here
back then: enjoy the young
ladies, go to movies at the Twilight Drive-In and play some,guitar music," he recalled.
That guitar music made Cousins Phil and Don — the Everly
Brothers — rock _'n' roll legends
in 1957 and ended those magical
boyhood summers. And but for
the grace of God, Ted might hase
followed them.
"1 never could remember the
words to sangs.-"saidIed.Ee
ly, pastor of Lighthouse Baptist:
Church for 19 years now. "I can
memorize poems, verses, Bible
scripture, speeches, but -can't
remember songs. I think the Lord helped me forget songs to call me
to what he wanted me to do."
Had he 'lived his childhood
dream, Ted might be on stage
with his cousins Saturday night

constrictor.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
Flemin. - Benton & Paducah * * *Kelle -Wi

CENTRAI. CITY, Ky.(AP) —
KAI" learned early how hard life

picking and siiiging "Bye Bye
Love" and "Kathy's Clown" at
Central City's sixth annual Everly Brothers Homecoming_
Concert.
As it is, he settles for a- few
SAIMMer days 1.vith his' cousins
and their 200 or so kin that still
inhabit western Kentucky. And
most everyone • else enjoys the
ecOnomic boost the yearly Labor
Day concerts generate.. ,
This year's concert is expected
1 to nval the 1991 reunion that
drew-a crowd police estimated at
18,000 to. 20,000 people —'nearly quadruple Central City's population of about 5,000. The Kenlucky Tourism Cabinet estimated
that event left about $1.2 million.
in the area's cash registers.
Phil and Don Everly are bring.ma bluesman and rocker Bo Did..
singor_joha_ _prim
country' stars Tammy Wynette
and Clinton Gregory home withthem for this year's concert.
It's the year's crowning
moment for a community whose
-economy was shaken to its
foundations in the 1980s when
coal mines closed. The concerts,
townspeople say, gave residents •
hope and -pride 'when despair-

hung heavy.
Some 600 volunteers have
worked for weeks cleaning and
scrubbing the town. Utility poles
and storefronts are festooned with
flags and bunting, and Everly
Brothers banners hang.
everywhere.
'It means that for one week a
,year at least, this place is
packed," said James Allen Seaton, who jams Everly Brothers
photos and black-velvet Elvis
paintings into his Pink Cadillac
-Cafe in a bid for some 1950s
ambience.
For Jimmy Brown, 22, and his
sister, Carmen, 16, it means big
crowds in -town and a chance to
jam. "We'd probably be a ghost
town without it," Jimmy Brown
said.
The concerts began after Don
saw.. a television pews
report about how the coal economy had turned so sour in Muhlenberg County that Central City
was unable to afford radios for its
police cars. 'The brothers bought
radios for the cars, and the town
sought to honor them 'by renaming a major street Everly Brothers
Boulevard.
"We_diought—we'd

iris- Benton * * * Flemin • Benton & Paducah * * * Kelle -WI! Ins - :enton * * * Flemin - Benton & Padu
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Labor Day Weekend Sale-a-bration
Special Store Hours: Thursday 9-6 • Friday 9-8
'Saturday 9-5 • Monday (Labor Day)10-5
Over 2 Million Dollar Inventory of Furniture, Accessories. TV's & VCR's, Appliances - (Benton Only)
Carpet, Mattresses & Box Springs, Outdoor Furniture...AND PAY ABSOLUTELY
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"No Payments
For 1 Full Year

"No Interest
For 1 Full Year

"No Down Payment Your Broyhill Shopping Center Of The South
Ever

HURRY - Substantial Factory Incentives
Storewide Savings Up To 60% Plus...Pay Absolutely
Nothing Til Sept. 1994
"With minimum purchase of $499 and your good credit. 10% deposit
on all special orders, offer does not apply to previous purchases.
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Assistance
Available

11P
Broyhill

R
Division of Ksilsy•Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
VISA

G•id

Paducah, Ky. (Off Ky. Ave.
451 S. 16th Across From

442-4455 Railroad Shop)
1-800-788-6224
1-800-599-6224
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South dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
4K
•.1 64 3
• 109 7 5
4'J 1065
W lr;S'I
EAST
+4
•QJ 107 5
V A 10 98
V 72
•A J 4 •Q 86 3 2
•A 9 7 4 3
•2 •
SOUTH
'
46 A 986 32
•K,Q.5
•K
4. li Q 8
The bidding:
South West
North East.
1+ ' Dble
Pass .• 2•
2 46
.., Pass . Pass
Dble
Opening lead — lour of spades.
The lawsofbridge stipulate that a
player mdst follow suit if able to do
so.The failure to meetthis obligation
is called a revoke,and the penalty for
revoking is usually one or two tricks,
depending on the circtunstances,
Here is an extraordinary case of a
revoke that occurred many years ago
in a tournament...West led a trump,
won in dummy with the king..$opth
Woad'orchnirilY have gone down
one — 200 points — .losing three
aces and three trump tricks, but, as
the result of a revoke by West, he
wound up making twospadesdoubled
with four overtrick&
At trick two South led a diamond
toward his hand, hoping East might
have
r 'ipe
th ce and permit the singleton
g to win. West inadvertently
pl yedthe ace of hearts on this trick,
instead of the ace of diamonds, and
then,thinking he had wonrthe trick,
played the ace of clubs next.
At this point the revoke was
covered and the tournament director
was called. He correctly ruled that
the revoke was established, since
West had played to the following
trick;that the previous trick, including the ace of hearts,stood as played,
with South's king of diamonds win-,
ning the trick;and furthermore.since
West had led to the next trick when
it was not his turn to play, that.the. ..
ace of clubs was an exposed card
which had to be played at the first
lewd opportunity.
South now cashed .the . ace of
spades, and West, having no spades,
was forced to discard the ace ofclubs
on it. All of declarer's hearts and
clubs were now high, and, since he
had no more diamonds,the only tricks
he lost were to the Q-.1-10 of spades.
The two-trick penalty for the revoke was then applied(today it would
be one trick)to the three tricks taken
by -the defense and the result was
that South got credit for making eix,•
which came to a cool'1,470 points.
Weet had three aces,but never scored
a trick with any of them!
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and maybe do a few nujnbers,'•
said Joe Ben Tucker, a funeral
director and chairman of the
city's Everly Brothers Foundation. "Then, Phil said that maybe
they could come do a concert
instead, and I sjud, 'Yeah, that's
good. That'll work."
The first, in 1988. drew 8,000
people. Pone, whose father's
Muhlenberg County roots
inspired his hit "Paradise" about
a small mining town along Abe
Green River that disappeared alto
a strip mine, is now a yearly-UKular.- Others who have appeared
at - the annual benefit include
country star Marty Brown of
nearby Macco, the Kentucky
Headhunters and Chet Atkins.
--Atkins—learned- -Seffte---91---kis
legendary guitar skills from Ted's
• s
father, Leonard Everly.
"My dad and Phil and Don's
dad, Ike, and Uncle Charlie had
worked in the mines, but they
were all musicians and they
"They
formed a band," Ted
could make $150- a week playing
music back when factory workers
would make about S120 a week."
Before the concert, the Everly
family will share a few days
alone it an -area resort, including
a family reunion on Saturday.
Like summers long ago, any
songs they sing will be just for
themselves and just forfun-- —
"I love Phil and Don very
much, and I pray for them every
just-- some-.
day," Ted said.
times wish they weren't as famous as they are ... so I could
spend more time with them."

*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Depcndable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

611.-mvase

Benton, Ky.
365 N. Main
527-3481

ceremony to honor them, and we
got together with the mayor and
went to see if they'd C9fht back
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Murray Scottish Heritage
Festival set for Sept. 17-19
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The "Ceildh" will be presented on
Come • and join Murray State
University and the rest of the com- Friday,September 17 at 7:30 p.m.at
munity in celebrating --Murray's the Wrather Museum Auditorium.
Scottish roots with a weekend (esti- Everyone is invited to enjoy an
of traditional Scottish
'val from September 17-19!
_ evening
.
The City of Murray was name's music, stories and dancing, featurAfter John L. Murray, ,Kentucky ing Robert Valentine, Molly Ross.
the Murray State University Choir,
Legislator and Scots descendent.
Many other cities, towns and coun- Highland Dancers and special
ties in the Jackson Purchase area of guests "Smithfield Fair". Tickets
Kentucky are also named after the are $8.00.
On Saturday., September 18, the
Scots who first settled there. In
order to highlight the heritage of,. Scottish Heritage Fair will be held
these Scottish settlers and the cul- glom 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at the
Muway-Calloway County Park.
tural contributions that have helped
form our society today and tore- Several guests will he featured.
educate the regional community including Judy Hackett's Highland
members about- their own ge- Dancing School, Scottish Country
nealogy, Murray State University __Dancers, Pipe and Drum Bands and
has created the Scottish Heritage more! Traditional Scottish picnic
food will ais—
o be availani e. Tickets
Program.'
•
• Murray -State University has a are $3.04,...with children ten and
long-standing tradition of recogniz- under admitted free.
ing its Scottish roots. In 1926.
"Kirkin. o' the Tartans," a nonMurray State named as its official denominational "blessing of the
school symbol the shield with three
families.", will beheld on Sunday.
-stars, which is taken from the coatSeptember —19- a1100•
al -the
of-arms of the ancient Scottish First Presbyterian Church.
Murray Family.
Murray State University is gearEvents supporting Murray State ing 'up for, the Murray Scottish
University's Scottish Heritage have Heritage Festival. It invites the
been numerous, well attended, and community to attend these events
w,ell received.
and join in 'the celebration. The
During the weekend of Septem- Festival promises to be fun for the
ber 17-19, the community will have
whole family!
the opportunity to celebrate its ScotFor Ceildh tickets or information.
call (502)762-6888.
tish roots once again.
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Humana Inc. will receive
money for prom isory notes

RIDGE

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Humana Inc. said it will receive
accelerated—cash .payments of
$248 million to satisfy promissory notes due from Galen Health
(tare. Inc.. whose merger with
Columbia Healtheare Corp. was
effective Wednesday.
The cash payments, due by
Sept. 13, will increase Humana's
shareholders equity to more than
S800 million, the Louisvillebased company said.
Humana separated its. acutecare hospital and managed care
health plan business into two
independently publicly owned
companies on March I. After the
separation, Humana operated the
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health plan business and Galen
ran the hospital business.
Galen had issued promissory
notes to Humana in connecrion
with the separation.
in Naples, Fla., meanwhile,
Health Management Associates
Inc. said it had completed acquisition of two hospitals from Galen
— a 133-bed facility at Sebastian, Fla., and Natchez Community Hospital, a 101 -bed facility at
Natchez, Miss.
Terms were not announced.
' Health Management operates
general acute care hospitals primarily in the Southeast and
Southwest.

MSU to dedicate reading room in
memory of L.J. Hortin Oct. 9

Jackson camp says tape
recol•ding shows extortion
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Michael Jackson's representatives played a taped phone-conversation they say supports their claim that the
allegations against him of child-molesting resulted from an extortion attempi
The pop star, meanwhile, strutted and moonwalked for two hours
Wednesday in a show in Singapore that was postponed two days
because of what Jackson's doctor said were acute migraine headaches, Jackson is on a world tour.
Jackson came under investigation in Los Angeles after a 13-yearold reported he was molested by the singer during a four-month
relatiollship. Jackson has denied any wrongdoing, and no charges
have been filed.
The tapeslayed for reporters on Wednesday was purported to be
a recording of an Aug. 17 conversation between Jackson's private
investigator, Anthony Pellicano. and Barry Rothman, a lawyer for
the boy's father.
Jackson's lawyer, Howard Weitzman, said the tape "confirms
what Mr. Pellicano has told you before with respect to the demands
that were made— by. the father.
Pellicano said the father,, a prominent dentist and sometime
screenwriter, wanted $20 million in the form of a film deal to keep
uiet -about the boy's allegations.
The 25-minute tape makes normentioa o 1110 estation an Is
dominated by heated and sometimes profanity-laced exchanges
betwen ,Pellicaso ,and the man said to be Rothman over the terms
of a movie deal between Jackson and the boy's father.
The father had turned -down a one-movie, $350.000 offer from
Jackson and was angry because he felt Jackson's people had
reneged on an-earli-cr offer for a three-picture-deat -according to the
tape.
Pellicano presses the man said to be Rothman on why it was in
Pellicano's interest to sweeten the $350.000 deal, according to the
tape.
"I don't have to state the obv ious,- and I'm not prepared to do so
in this conversation." says the man. He cites concerns that whatev•
er he says could end up as evidence in cinfrt.
Calls to Rothman were not immediately returned. It wasn't clear
whether ,he still' represents the father. A private investigator who
says, he was hired by the 'father has denied the .father tried to extort
money from Jackson.
In Singapore, Jackson's physician, Dr. David _Forcast, declared
that the star's health is "great, really great," althOugh he is taking
medicine for migraines.
Jackson's representatives have insisted that cancellations of concerts in singapore and in Bangkok had nothing to do with the sex_
ual abuse allegations. Elizabeth Taylor, who came to Singapore to give Jackson moral
support, wavgd to the cheering crowd before the show as she rode
•
around the Open-air stadium in a golf can-like vehicle.

Fayette County office experiences
large turnover rate in one week
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -The . incoming Fayette County
attorney said the turnover in personnel this week will not affect
the office, whhte_jr-a dozen
employees cithet resigned or
were not reappointed.
Margaret Kannensohn will he
sworn in Friday to succeed Norris
Wake, who held the office since
1986.

Wake Was convicted in July of
taking kickbacks from pay raises
he gave six employees and using
the money to 'retire his 1985.campaign debt of nearly S34,($00.
Wake, who resigned as of Friday, will be sentenced Sept. 22.
Kannensohn said the vacancies
were filled "by pros and at a
lesser cost. There will be no
reduction in experience."

llorun's work in journalism eduMurray State University's department ofjournalism all&radio-telev - cation earned him numerous awards
sion reading room will be dedicated
and honors. He was a charter
in the name of the late Dr. Li.
member of the Kentucky JournalHortin as pan of the 1993 Homeism Hall of Fame at the University
coming festivities.
of Kentucky in 1981.
The reading room,located on the
From 1962 .,to 1.9§4, he was
second floor of Wilson Hall, is
national president of(Kappa,'Tau
required for the departments naAlpha honorary.journalism scholartional accreditation. It houses refership society and was instrumental in
ence materials, periodicals,journals
getting
i,
Murray State's charter in
and newspapers. Since Wilson Hall
•
was renovated in 1985, the reading
Three of Hortin's students have
room has also been used for small
won • Pulitzer Pii/C!., and one, John
seminar classes and a work area for _Mack Carter, was named .the- Outprofessional student organizations
standing Magazine Editor of the
in the department.
Half Century. Carter is editor-inchief of Good, HousekeePing.
The department will•host a tradiMSU honored Heron as a Distintional reception immediately . following IN i-totiuziprnirkg Ioiihift guished Alumnus, as a recipient of
game on Saturday. Oct. 9, with the • the Golden Horseshoe .Award for
dedication ,ceremony set for 5:30 .distinguished service and with an
p.m. in Wilson Hall_ _worn 213. hoiiinary doctorate.
Dr. Bob McGaughey, chairman • He bacame nationally proniinent
of the department and the first for his '‘,- soik- in seetTing- congresgraduate student in journalism at sional aUthorization of Kentucky
Dam. Ile also served as executive
Murray State under Honin, will be
secretary
of the Lower Tennessee
the master of ceremonies.
Dr. Forest Pogue,noted historian
Vail
tis
ley p;\or'eslitan-background inand biographer, will be the key.
eluded elkik'flelkV with the St.
speaker. Pogue was the first student
Louis Post-Dispatch.' Associated
editor of the College NtIss'S, which
Press, United Pres., the Louis% Ole
was started by Hortin.
Courier-Journal and the Murray
Pogue,a 1931 graduate of MurLedger & Times.
memray State,Nrrved as a faculty
Hortin was known for his akin.,
ber at MSU from 1933 until 1942
gain recognition for Nathan B.
to
He
1954-1956.
and again from
Stubblefield. a Murray inventor
seisid as president of the MSU
Alumni Association and - was who was one of the early developers
selected as a Distinguished Alum- of the w i re lc-ss telephone.
Hortin died Nov. 27, 1992.. 11c is
nus in 1965. He also .has been
survived
by his wife, Mate Scott
four
honorary
doctoral
awarded
Hortin. of Paducah. Mrs. Hortin
degrees.
Hortin, known by many of his also was an avid writer and helped
in the development of the Jesse
students at Murray and Ohio UniStuart
tzt Writing Workshop at Murray
versity as Whief,“ started the jourState.
nalism program at Murray Statein
The public is invited to attend the
1928. He served as the director until
reception and dedication. •
1947, when he left to become
director of the school of jourb-alism
at Ohio University.
Alter serving 20 years as director
and professor at Ohio. Ilortin built
the school into one of the largest in
the country with a doctoral program. Ilereturned to Murray State in
1967.
m Recyclable!
He immediately upgraded join nalism Trom a minorto a major and •
added a master's program. He
headed thc department of journalism at Murray State until his retirement in+4974.
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Burglar-rapist convicted of 19-year-old murder
GUNNISON, Cob.(AP) - - A
19-year-old murder mystery
ended Wednesday when a jury
fouria a 56-year-old Kentucky
convict guilty of murdering a
freelance photographer and
dumping her remains in a remote
mountain .pass.
Roy Allan Melanson "probably spent these years thinking be

•

got away with it," said Mike
Stern, chief prosecutor for the 7th
Judicial District, because investigators hadn't been able to find
enough of the victim's body to
press murder charges.
But after the sheriffs office
decided to reopen the case, a special team of anthropologists was
called in last year and found the

DEATHS

skull of _Michele Wallace, who
was 26 when she disappeared on
Aug. 27, 1974.
Six weeks after she disappeared, Wallace's mother, Margaret. who lived in the Chicago
area, committed suicide. She said
she couldn't live without her
daughter;said sheriff's investigator Kathy Young.
A jury only took five hours to
convict Melanson, who was serving a 20-year burglary sentence
ItUe•ti tine•rt be -Si/ice* I S.31

Stock Market
Report

Mrs."Lucille Johnson

•

Mrs. Lucille Johnson, 80, of Wells Extended, Murray, died at
1125 p.m. Wednesday at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Ted Johnson, in
1976, and two brothers, Larry. Hall and Milburn Hall.
Born Oct. 21, 1912. in Wildersville, Tenn., she was the
--,-datrghter of the late M.T. Hall and Mystic Rigsby Hall. She.
was member' of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Judy Caldwell, Murray;
one son, Al Johnson and wife, Marcia, Muirray; one sister,
Mrs. Sarah Boone, Dallas, Texas; two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Frances Hall, Dexter, Mo., and TMrs. Thelma Hall, Campbell,
N10.; six • grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will
follow in Senath, Mo., Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. today
(Thursday).
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Services for Earl Lee will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Brasher
will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be organist. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mr. Lee, 76, Murray, died Wednesday at 4:30 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
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Mrs. Deccere Caldwell
Mrs. Deccerc Caldwell, 88, Rt. 7, Murray, died at 9:45 p.m.
Wednesday at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was married in 1926 to William Caldwell who died Aug.
7, 1969. Born Oct. 16, 1904, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Sreno Beaman and 011ie Kelso Beaman.
Also preceding her in death were one sister, Mrs. Eunice Willis, and one brother, Euin Beaman.
Mrs. Caldwell was a member of Beech Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Mrs. Katie Outland, Murray; two stepsons, Codie L. Caldwell and wife, Ruth, Murray,
and Charles Caldwell and wife, Essie, Daytona Beach, Fla.; one
biother, Brent Beaman, Warren, Mich.; three grandchildren, Carol 0. Gouman, Racine, Wis., Leah C. Beckwith, Oak Park, Ill.,
and Jerry Caldwell, Allen Park, Mich.
Funeral rites will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchil[Funeral Home. The Rev. Terry Vasseur and G.T.
Moody will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call call at funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m.
Friday.

Price

in Kentucky and had served time
earlier for rapes in Texas. of
first-degree murder. He was sentenced to life imprisonment Wednesday afternoon, but will only
begin the sentence after he completes his jail term in Kentucky.
Judge Richard Brown told
Melanson: "People have a right
to be fret from being victimized
by people like you. ... I don't
tnow what you expected your
attorneys to do — work miracles?
You're a waste of humanity."
Mclanson, who appeared in
court for the first time since his
trial began, insisted he was innocent. He refused to attend the
trial because guards had attached
a stun belt to his waist that allowed them to shock him if he tried
to escape.
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SECTION B
Salvation Army getting rid of
drop boxes because of dumping
CHICAGO (AP) — Tired of two years worsened a problem
that had been taking shape since
people using its drop boxes u
dumps, the Salvation Army has the early 1980s.
The group his spent hundreds
removed the containers from
cities in eight Midwestern states, of dollars to clean up and dispose
People have been dumping - ...o( Freon-filled refrigerators and
everything from old tires to air conditioners. In all, MidwestFreon-filled appliances, and it's ern offices last year spent almost
getting too expensive to get rid of $1.5 million in trash removal, up
the junk, said Lt. Col. Marcus S180,000 from the year before.
"Right now in my hand I have
Stilwell, tomman.der of the Sala dumping bill for $2,000. I could
vation Army's adult rehabilitation
buy a lot of grocgies or clothes
centers in the Midwest. "
for someone with that money,"
"This has really caused havoc
for the Salvation Army." he said • said Maj. Howard Pettys of the
- —Salvation- Army in-Cedar -Rapids.
-Wednesday. .
Iowa, where someone recently
Stilwell ordered the removal of
450 boxes from cities -in Illinois, dumped 306 tires at a'collection
•
box.
Indiana, Kansas, Michigik• MinThe charity's three other terrinesota, Missouri, Nebraska and
tories say they've had similar
Wisconsin by Aug. 23.
Instead, the Salvation Army is
problems.
expanding its home pickup ser"We're one of the biggest
trash haulers that any city or
vice and setting up manned dropcounty has in its community,"
off sites in parking lots.
The drop boxes date to the, said Maj. Charles Nowell who
1940s, when charities used them
oversees the Salvation Army
because of shortages of gasoline
operations in the South. "'People
and manpower during World War think we're fair game.•'
..The Salvation Army's 5,800
"I was a strong advocate of officers aten't alone.
drop boxes. They've been a treGoodwill spokesman Bill
mendous help. ... We were willRabic said dumping and theft
ing to put up with some, of the forced the organization to' begin
abuse and Vandalism, but it just moving away from--the drop boxbecame a mind-boggling thing," es 10 years ago. Many of Goodwill's 179 offices use manned
Stilwell said.
He said new fees and environtrailers or drive-through drop-off
mental laws enacted in the last sites. .

Benton may cut off fire service
(AP) — The
BENTON, l
city of Benton is threatening to
cut off service to Customers of
the Pioneer Fire Protection Association because it has not met a
S15,000 contract obligation.
Mayor Coy Crcason said the
association paid -the city $7,500
of the contract fee last year.
"We haven't dissolved (the
contract)," he said. "We are trying to give them a little room and
we would like to continue (providing service) but we've bought
a, new firctruck and our taxpayers

can't subsidize a five-mile area.
lt:s not fair."
Association President -Glynn
Howard was on vacation and
couldn't be reacted for comment.
Pioneer was formed in 4985 to
contract with the city of Benton
for fire protection for home owners in areas outside the city limits
not already protected by a fire
district.
Association members tire' asked
to pay a $50 yearly subscription
to pay the contract fee but many
homeowners have never paid.

Penniston named limited
partner in financial company

Tmes prvo

DAVID RAMEY

Murray Ledger & Times publisher Walt Apperson (second from left)
celebrated his 20th anniversary with the Ledger & limes Tuesday. With
Apperson are Sam Workman (at left), Jo Burkeen (second from right)
and R.J. McDougal, the three current employees who were at the newspaper when Apperson started in 1973.

Governor Jones announces
block grant project winners

Enc. L.Pennision, th Edward D.
Jones & Co. investment representative in Murray has accepted an
invitation to become part ownerot
The Jones Financial Cos., the holding company for the SCLonis-based
financial-services firm, announced
Managing Principal John BachMann today.
"Eric's dedication and superior
work have distinguished him as a
truly outstanding represenenive.
This-is-our-way-of-thowing - ow
gratitude. We're thrilled he has
accepted our offer."
"I'm proud to be affiliated with
Edward D. Jones & Co. and its
investment philosophy of .serving
individual investors exclusively,"
Eric said. "I'm flattered the firm has
offered me the opportunity to become part owner of the firm, and I
want to thank evecyone in the
Murray area for their support. After
all, without their help this would not
be possible."

Pennision has been with Edw
D. Jones & Co. since 1986 and
been serving the people of Mui .
for four years. He will continik•
serving Murray in this caps. its
Pcnniston, a graduate (it
Missouri State Unisersit) in
rensburg, is a native of Ra“o,L11
Missouri. He and his spousc
Regina, have two children Mee.0,1
age eleven and Nathan, age ei):1:(
-Edward D.,Jones & Co. trace: a,
roots back---to 1871 The_ Jui:
Financial Cos. was created in 1•6
so the investment firm could exp.1
into new areas of potential husii I, s,
while remaining a partnership..
currently owns Edward D. Jone,
Co. and EDJ Leasing Co.
Edward D. Jones & Co. is at.:
largest financial-services firm in
•
nation in terms of retail offices v.
nearly 2,300 offices in 48 states. it
one of only a handful of fimis
serves more than one million LI: .
twirlers.

For Electrical Service

FRANKFORT. Ky. (Al') --• project.
Liberty, $550,000, water treatCommunity Development Block
•
Grants were awarded Wednesday ment project.
Lincoln County, S570,000,'
by Gov. Brereton-Jones fOr the
Pine Hall rural water expansion.
following projects:
Loretto, S639,500.. sewer
Benham. S750,(XX) for sewer
system improvement and line project.
McCreary County. $749,500.
extension.
Booneville, S315,813, sewer sewer project.
Marshall County, -$750,000,
project.
Bonnicville, S280,000, sewer Jonathan Cr-Cek water
imprnyement.
project.
Mortims Gap and Nononville.
Cancyville. $164,500. water
5750.000. sewer improvement.
project.
Rockcastle County, S190,((X),
Eddyville. $750,000. waste'
Rockcastle water line
North
•
treatment system improvement.
improvement.
Fredonia, $750,000, waste
Russell, S135,330, sanitary
water system.
sewer installation.
Hazard, S742,500, waste water
Sacramento, $325,000, water
treatment plant.
improvement.•
system
water
S746,000,
waste
Irvine,
Warsaw. $292,798, sewer syssystem improvement.
tem improvement.
Johnson and Lawrence counWayne' County. $550,000,
ties, 1732,210, watefdistnbut,on
water
extension project.
project.
•
Worthington, $340,000. waste
LaRue County, S349,1007
water improvement project.
Roanoke-Levelwood water

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Call 759-4960
Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
Don't Wait Until Your l'arking Lot Deteriorates.

Seal Coat Today!
Parking lots • Driveways
We use only commercial sealer that lasts times longer than retail sealer. We
guarantee a professional, clean, neat lob with the latest applicating equipment. Call today for free estimates.

Murray Paving Company
"It here

Quality Doi .n't tirt.

It Pays"

Murray

81 East Main

7534111

LABOR DAY SPECIAL! SEPTEMBER 3 TO SEPTEMBER 6, 1993!

PA
06 NOFINANCE

Pricers Good tbru September 7. 1993

CLOSE OUT
Picnic Tables

Until 1994r
0

Extra Large Capacity
6-Cycle Washer

St.irtirlv

545.9

Large Capacity
)5-Cycle Gas Dryer
00

Kits
4' & 5' Finished,
Unfinished,
Assembled

1 1999 6 Assembled
12799 8' Assembled

FREE!

Porch Swings

FABRIC
SOFTENER
DISPENSER
with purchase
of this washer,
Lowed rirrie Offer
Model
DI)G7280K
Model

Automatic di i
control dryer.
5 cycles including
Permanent Press.
4 drying selections.
Removable up-front
Init -filter

\sWA660OR

k's including
rerniiincnt'Press. -I water
level selections. 3 wash/rinse
temperature combinations.
tilter-Flo' filtering system.

ONLY

ONLY
Built•In

Dishwasher

1'4)400'41A

• .1.

and
\irnti light Rin.e
I leJted dr\ on/
ate Warmer C
4s CiCrn
1
/
't option -11.14-%
,mind insulated
Deluxe upper rat I.'

For GE Appliance financed on your
GECAP Plan account. Subject to
credit approval by Monogram Credit
Card Bank of Georgia. Finance
charges will be assessed at(A)21.84%
APR,or, when the prime rate exceeds
9%,at an APR that varies,depending
on the pnme rate at the time, or(E)at
21.84% APR, plus, in either case, a
minimum finance charge of 50(.(except in certain states). In IA, ME, NC
and WI, finance charges will be
assessed at 18% APR, and in CO,
finance charges will be assessed at
18% or 21% APR (depending on you
GECAP Plan terms) However, if
your purchases are paid in full within
this promotional period, your account will be credited for all finance
chase's that have accrued on them
Thereafter, finance
then
until
charges will continue to accrue at the
'
applicable rate noted above

ONLY $299
•

designed to contain spills
• Auto self clean
• One-piece black
porcelain drip howls .
•Fratheless designer
black glass-oven door ON

'359

'399

•

Muriel JEW24GS

QUICRCLEANT*1 3b.RANGE
• Upswept. recesse0 coo•Toc

.69.

y

'499

Keg. 288.00
Bosch P14 H.P.
03058 - Model 1614 EVS

Drop Cloth

Lawn Rakes

Plunger Router

Large Capacit‘

Check Out Our

Refrigerator

Clearance
•Corral FIRST!•
Discount Items At Deeply

Reg. 497

Reduced
Prices

9" Roller-Frame-Tray

Paint Roller Set

MIX ISLAS
18 2 cu ft. capacity:5.114:1kt'. freezer.
Adjustable shelves. 2 yes./ fruit puns.
Energy saver switch. Equipped for

ONLN

Worth The Trip

Treas Lumber Do-it center

opuanal iorrnakes.

$569

Open
7 Days .
A Week

IANCE & TV
MURRAY APPL
Electric, RCA & leun Air

Bel-Air Shopping,Center Murray, KY
759-1390

Company Sines OH
Mon•Trl. 7:304; Sat. 8-4; Sun, 14
take City
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store-Only • Other Letationa --- Benton and
Your Home Investment

ncaler"

"Your General

Plastic 9'x12'

Eagle - Made In The
USA

753-1586

212 E. Main St.
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Friday
and
Saturday
Only!

Friday
and
Saturday
Only!
September 3 & 4

PLAZA

Chestnut St.

September 3 & 4
Murray

Visit Murray's Pier 1 This
Friday & Saturday

•••

For Our Annual

LABOR DAY SALE!
For Two Days Only You'll Find Savings Of

20 TO 50%
STOREWIDE!
Take Advantage Now Of Our Last Storewide
Sale Of The Year. Plus...Save On Lots Of New
Fall Merchandise...Now In Stock!
Don't Forget, Sale Ends Saturday At 5:00.
We'll Be Closed Sunday & Monday, September 5th & 6th

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00-6:00 • Sat. 9:00-5:00 • Sun. 1:00-5:00

Fall Fashions
At Their Finest!

OFF
STOREWIDE
(excludes sale Items)

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR TVAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

(Sc

A
-,t-frt.<

'

:

< •
•

1203 Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-8844
9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Saturday

A

University Plaza Merchants will be Closed September 5th
to Observe Labor Day.
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

TIGER

CALL #1
McClard's
753-9132

-

s

WESTERN KENTUCKY INSURANCE

GO
TIGERS
GO!!!

U
o
•

•
•••• si •• s era or •••• •—• U els • U....

FOOTBALL

Woodmen otters a wide variety of
life insurance plans which.provade
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax -deferred interest features.
To find the plan that meets your
.needs. contact

Tony Boyd

759-1542

cert,M1rd 1 neuron°.Cow,. or

FORD
MERCURY

MURRAY HIGH

LINCOLN
Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers for
the past
65 years.

at

4

Trigg County

Woodmen
of the World
Lite Insurance Society
Mane OffIce 0.•mka irbssin•

701 Main Street

753-5273

Trigg County High School

IMP

.04

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

Friday, Sept. 3 — 7:30 p.m.

Howard D Hughes
Woodmen latidp
Murray KY 42071
Phone 753-4339

I S
CHEVRON

.:414t•

"Your local certified
marble manufacturer."

.4

Thornton
Tile and
Marble,Inc.

•

,0%7
see,

•Self Service •Full Service
•111:kjor Brand Oils
r.
41 Arnentan Eapreis Accepted
4.
lfiAtitiiN tier-cit.' lit rt,Tpfiiillf PrIreSSouth 12th • Murray • Moak Stalloos, Mir. • 733-161.5-

11

'quality That Will Please"

1r petpourLft
1

612 S. 9th St.

t

4

753-5719

4

'kV

A Taste of Home Cooking

441*

•••••••••#.4.4

All Day Fri. & Sat. 3-9 p.m.
•

Catfish Dinners
3 Pc. $5.95
$4.95

2 l'c

All You Can Eat

rntrn.

Prescription Specialists
Fast Friendly Service

$7.25

10 oz. Ribeyes $7.50

;
•

Break fast Daily
Ittmi'ni.ide Biscuits & Gravy, Pies, Sandwiches
Plate Lunches • Carry Out Orders

—

?•44g-

RUDY'S
Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-2 p.m., Fri. 5:30-9 p.m.
Sat 3-9 p.m., Sun. Closed

Good Luck
Tigers!
From Your Friends At...

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES

Good Luck
Tigers!
Compliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd St.

•

Murray Offense
C- 55 Willie Wells
OG- 69 Jon Bell
OG- 67 Gene McDonald .
OT- 62 Adam Blalock ..
OT- 64 Chad Caldwell .
TE- 44 Robert Weatherly
SE- 9 Ted Booth
OB- 15 Brent Keller ....
FB- 32 Mitch Downey .
TB- 4 Chris Cheaney
FL- 2 James Curtis

Sr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

Trigg Co. Defense
Carlos Avery
Alex Baker
Kenny Allen
Chris Oliver
Michael James
Ipaniel Grapes
Tim Bush
Tremaine Hatcher .
Titus Phillips
Jonathan Gray .....
Danny Pelleigino ...

GO TIGERS!

LMTATDRY

M&T Painting
ontractors

605 Main • Murray • 753-2552

So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.

Murray

Defense

NG- 80 T.J.Myhill

Jr.
Jr.
DT- 44 Robert Weatherly . Jr.
DE- - 9 Ted Booth
Jr.
DE- 69 Jon Bell
So.
LB- 64 Chad Caldwell
Sr.
Sr.
LB- 32
\ Mitch Downey
Jr.
CB- 22\ Kevin Knight .
Sr.
CB- 5 Chris Allen
SS- 25 Victory Perry . Sr.
FS- 4 Chris Cheaney
Jr.

DT- 62 Adam Blalock

Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-1

That's State Farm
insurance."
Arm 111!,Uranc.r? Companies
Homi. Otfces Bloomington ::imois
440

OTOTSESEQBFBHBHB-

Jr.
Sr.
Shawn Thompson
Jr.
Kenny Allen
Sr.
....
.
James
Michael
Tremaine Hatcher . Sr.
Jr.
Steve Tyler

So.

Tim Bush

Jr.
Jr.

Chris Oliver
Titus Phillips

Like a good neighbor,.
State Farm is there

LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE
105 N. 12th Itirzt

to Mrl/k.nald

.,759-9888

••,
.jr-• '

Jr.

OG- Alex Baker
OG- Daniel Grapes

I

Good service.
good coverage.
good price

Sr.

C- Bill Kehrwell

•44"
,440111*•

La

GO
TIGERS!

"Over 45 Years Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix

Free Estimates

753.9382
P•wi Ily1a,t1

753.0187
Mom

T devil

00d
,
u cW

Ak
4/2w

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS

•

•

753-4424

1300 N. 12th St.

-••-•••-••••4-

•

•

..6.,••
111•1,

Trigg Co. Offense

•

1

A

12th & Olive
Murray

East Main 753-3540

GO
TIGERS!
CLEANERS

11111411MR

./C.,,,:$1.4.3 • ' A
•
STEVE PARKERLeeger & Times photo

Members of the Murray High defensive unit celebrate in the end zone after senior safety Victor Perry (25) intercepted a Calloway County pass and returned it for a score in last Friday's 27-7 Tiger win.
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Patterson swings Giants back to. life
By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — John Patterson's first swing this season
surprised himself and shocked the
Atlanta Braves.
Patterson, who was activated
from the disabled list earlier in
the day, pinch hit in the ninth
inning and hit his first major
league home run to give the San
Francisco Giants a 3-2 victory
over Atlanta on Wednesday
night.
."Of course it came as a surprise," Patterson said through a
media mob surrounding his lock-

Cr. "I was just looking for SWIMthing to hit hard.
"Without a doubt it's the biggest hit I've ever gotten.'.' said
Patterson, who appeared in only
16 games this season at Class A
San Jose during his rehab assignment and hit .235 with one home
run.
The victory broke a four-game
losing streak against the secondplace Braves and increases the
Giants' lead in the NL West to
4% games.
The Giants, who had been
swept in three games last week in
San Francisco and lost Tuesday

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesday's Gaines
Houston 3. New York 2
Philadelphia 4, Chicago 1
San Diego 13, Florida 5
Pittsburgh 5, Los Angeles 1
San Francisco 3, Atlanta 2
St. Louis 7, Cincinnati 4
Montreal 11, Colocado 3
night, won for only the third time
in their last eight games. It was
the Braves' second loss in 10
games and fourth in 21.
Patterson, who had been out
the entire season after undergoing
off-season shoulder surgery, led

off the ninth by hitting a 2-0 John Morris."
pitch from Mark Wohlers (5-2)
"We feel better about
over the right-field fence.
ourselves because this was one of
With the Giants last season, the best executed games we've
Patterson, hit .184 (19-for-103). played in a while," San Francis"He hit a pretty good pitch. I co manager Dusty Baker said.
thought it was a good fastball,"
Wohlers said. "I'm not going to
The Giants tied it at 2-2 in the
pitch any differently. If I were in seventh on an RBI bloop single
the same situation again 15 by Dave Martinez off Atlanta
minutes from now, I'd throw the starter John Smoltz.
same pitch."
Wohlers hadn t allowed a
Jeff Reed opened the inning
home run in two years.
with a double to left and Steve
"I think it was two years ago Scarsone ran for him. Mike Bento the day," said Wohlers. jamin sacrificed Scarsone to third
"Another guy named John — before` Martinez's hit.

Tigers hope to add
to Wildcats' misery
4
.

•

speed," Fisher said. "They can
rue us down and catch us. They
can also runaway from us. It's
going to be a challenge for us.
They are also very agressive."
Jones doesn't think so.
"I think they've got tremendous athletic ability," Jones said.
Fisher's hoping the Tigers can
develop more consistency on
offense. Murray moved the football on offense, but critical
breakdowns stopped a couple of
long Tiger drives. The Tigers
have been working in practice on
developing some .consistency.
"The biggest thing is we have
to take care of our own business," Fisher said."We had to get
better among ourselves, and correct some things. We couldn't
worry about the team we're playing this week — we had to worry
about ourselves. It's early in the
season, but we've got to correct
some things."
Last season, the Tigers
whipped Trigg County early,
before outlasting the Wildcats in
a close playoff game. After the
playoff game, a fight broke out

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
While Billy Mitchell was getting his Calloway County football team ready for Friday
night's home opener against
South Hopkins, his main concern was Murray High.
"It tOcrk. us until Tuesday
before we had a good practice,"
Mitchell said of the effects
from last Friday night's emotional 27-7 loss to the rival
Tigers.
"The kids were hyped going
in and then you add the heat —
we had a lot of kids get dehydrated — and we just ran out of
gas," the second-year Laker
coach explained. "It was just an
emotional loss and it took a
while for them to bounce back."
But they have bounced back,
Mitchell proclaimed.
"The kids worked hard yesterday and I think they want to

EARN
5.75%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNI*ITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APP1N.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

show that they're a better football team than they showed4last
week."
Calloway will meet a South
Hopkins team that finished 1-9
a year ago, but is coming off a
20-12 win over South Muhlenberg in their opener.
"We have to look for the
veer," Mitchell said of -South
Hopkins' offensive attack.
"They have two running backs
that are fast and exciting and
we have to keep them from
making long runs. against us."
South Hopkins coach _Rick
Snodgrass (7th year)said his
team is banged up, besides
being young.
"We have three starters out
with injuries so that's a concern," Snodgrass explained.
"We're a Class A school playing a AAA school so we don't
have the numbers that Calloway
has. Depth is ,a concern."

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee'

Also Availably As I.R.A.

FREE ESTIMATES

.1 ,1 753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

STEVE PARKERlect9er S T,mes photo

Calloway's Wesley Cogdell, right, joins Murray High placekicker Casey McNutt (3) and Ted Booth (9) as
spectators on McNutt's first half field goal attempt last Friday night.

• See Page 58

Calloway leaves emotional
scars at Ty Holland Stadium

CALL
753-7020

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Bob
Tewksbury is having a good
season. Maybe too good for the
St.. Louis Cardinals' budget.
"Hopefully, I can pitch well
enough to convince them to
take me back," Tewksbury said
after beating the Cincinnati
Reds 7-4 Wednesday night. ,,"I
don't care about putting up
numbers for anyone else to see.
Obviously, I like it here and I
want to stay."
The problem might be
money. Tcwkst?ury won a
S2.625 million condact in arbitration in the offseason after
going 16-5 with a 2.16 ERA.
There's been speculation that
the Cardinals will allow Tewksbury to become a free agent
rather than risk losing again in
arbitration.

PREP FOOTBALL

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Opening week was two different stories for the Murray High
Tigers and the Trigg County
Wildcats.
While the Tigers were downing
crosstown rival Calloway County
27-7, Trigg County opened its
season by 'getting whipped by
Marshall County 41-8.
Murray visits Trigg County
Friday for a 7:30 p.m. kickoff.
'Trigg County is hoping to bounce
- back from a poor performance at
Marshall County.
_ "We just played terrible,"
-TrigrCiiiirity-etioaCh :Dixie Jones
said. "Our offensive execution
was awful. We had four fumbles,
three interceptions and 10
penalties."
Trigg County is trying to put in
a new offense (which features a
one-back set), which may explain
some of the struggles last week.
Still, Murray High coach Rick
Fisher said Trigg County has
enough speed to match up with
'• the Tigers.
"Each week is a different challenge, and this week the challenge is they can match our

Tewksbury
sends Cards
big message

Tewksbury worked seven
innings against the Reds, allowing three runs on seven has.
Omar Olivares allowed a run in
the eighth before Mike Perez
pitched a scoreless ninth for his
fourth save.
Tewksbury looked like he'd
end up with the loss . when he
left trailing 3-1, but the Cardinals scored five runs in the.bottom of the seventh to take a 6-3
lead.
Rod Brewer started the rally
with a one-out pinch single off
reliever Scott Service, who was
replaced by Jeff Reardon (3-5).
Prior to Wednesday, Reardon
had stranded all 27 runners he
had inherited, but Ozzie Smith
ruined that mark with an RBI
single.
With two outs, Todd Zeile
singled on an 0-2 pitch for two
runs,'giving the Cardinals the
lead and himself a career high.
with 83 RBIs. Bernard Gilkey
followed with his 14th home
run.
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AMERICAN LEAGUE

Sox pulling away from rest of West
The Associated Press
Baseball's eyes are fixed on
the NL West this week as San
Francisco and Atlanta have their
showdown Series. The AL East
offers the scoreboard-watching
race between Toronto, the New
York Yankees and three other
contenders.
Quietly, the Chicago White
Sox have started to make a nonrace of it in the AL West. Their
fifth straight victory and 10th in
their last 13 games, 5-3 over the

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee 7, Kansas City 1
Toronto 8, Oakland 3
Seattle 9. Detroit 3
Chicago 5, New York 3
Cleveland t2, Minnesot3 7
Texas 9, Boston 7 (12)
Baltimore 5, California 1
Yankees on Wednesday night,
maintained their 5'A -garde lead
over Texas. Except for Philadelphia's comfortable 10-game lead

in the NL East, no other firstplace team is breathing as easy.
"Yeah, it seems that way,"
right-hander Jack McDowell
(21-7) said after 'winning for the
ninth time in 10 decisions. "You
pop a game here and there, and
it's tough to come back. We're
just trying not to give games
away. If we play consistently the
way we should, we're not going
to have any prolonged losing
streaks."
They beat the Yankees for sec-

Eastern-Western hard-hitting rivalry
tops Kentucky's list of I-AA openers
The Associated Press
Eastern Kentucky, Western
Ken,ticky and \Murray State get a
jump on the c•it of the state's
football teams when they open
their seasons tonight.
Eastern Kentucky and Western
Kentucky tangle in Richmond
while Murray State entertains
Eastern Illinois.
Eastern Kentucky has won
seven of the last eight meetings
against the Hilltoppers. including
last season's 21-7 season opener
at Bowling Green. Western Kentucky, however, leads tc series
36-30-3.

ond straight day and just the
fourth time in 11 games this season. New, York won the series in
Chicago last week.
"The Yankees have
embarrassed us this year:: said
Frank Thomas, who hit his clubrecord 38th home run in the third.
Thomas drove in the wircning
run, his major league-leading
113th of the season, when he was
hit by a pitch with the bases
loaded in the eighth and the score
tied 2-2.

Falcons Rison
arrested after
firing pistol
at two men

"It'll be another typical, hard- for 837 yards and nine
hitting Western-Eastern football touchdowns.
ATLANTA (AP) — Atlanta
game and we're looking forward
"I don't know about keying on
Falcons wide receiver Andre
to it," said Western Kentucky (Thompson), but we'd better do
Rison was arrested Wednesday
coach Jack Harbaugh, who is 0-4 something with him," said Kidd.
night when he fired a pistol
against the Colonels.
Eastern Kentucky's defense is
when two men apparently tried
Western Kentucky return1111015 Jed by preseason All-American
to break up a fight between
starters from last season's 4-6 end Chad Bratzke while quarterRison and his girlfriend.
team that won three of its last back Ron Jones will direct the
Rison was charged with
five games.
offense. The Colonels are ranked
aggravated assault and freed
"Western has its best teams in No. 10 in The Sports Network's
on $16,500 bond early today.
several years," said Eastern Ken- preseason I-AA poll.
His girlfriend, Lisa Lopes of
tucky coach Roy Kidd, who is
The game will be televised by
the rap group 'TLC, was freed
16-13-2 against the Hilltoppers. WTVQ in Lexington, and also
on S1,200 bond on a charge of
Quarterback Eddie Thompson carried by WHAS in Louisville
obstruction.
is the key person in Western and WBKO in Bowling Green.
Both face a Municipal Court
Kentucky's offense. He rushed
Murray State embarks on its
hearing Friday.
first season under coach. Houston
Officer J.A. Smith said
Rison, who was arrested outNutt. The Racers return 13 starside a grocery store, also was
ters from last season's 2-9 squad,
charged with carrying a pistol
including junior running back
without a license and dischargTimmy Bland and fullback Dave
ing a firearm.
Cox.
" Two men apparently tried to
Eastern Illinois, 5-6 a year ago,
intervene in the fight and
has 14 returning starters. The
Rison fired, police said today.
Panthers are led by quarterback
Asked by a reporter why he
Jeff Thorne, who passed for
was carrying a gun, Rison
1,944 yards and 10 TDs last year.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
said. "It's for protection," He
'Murray State, which lost its
said he and his girlfriend are
last six games last season, has
both celebrities and he often
won three of its last four home
carries large amounts of
openers.
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111
[ money.
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BRIEFS
NEW YORK (AP) — Three-time champion Ivan Lendl limped
closer to the end of his career, hobbling away on an injured kit
knee in the middle of his match.
The 33-year-old Lend!, seeded 13th, trailed Australia's Neil Borwick 4-6, 6-4, 3-1 when he told the chair umpire he couldn't continue the first-round match. He injured the knee. two days earlier,
straining or tearing a tendon.
In other first-round matches, Javier Sanchez of Spain beat fifthseeded compatriot Sergi Brugucra Spain 7-6 (7-5), 6-3, 6-4 and
eighth-seeded Andrei Medvedev of Ukraine defeated Fernando
Meligeni of Brazil 6-2, 6-2, 4-6, 6-1.
In women's second-round matches, top-seeded Swill Graf of
Germany beat Meredith McGrath 6-3, 6-1, fourth-seeded Corichita
Martinez of Spain routed Amy Frazier 6-1_6-0 and fifth-seeded
Gabriela Sabatini of Argentina beat Rene Simpson-Alter of Canada
6-3. 6-0

By MIKE EMORY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Mike Archer doesn't claim to be
a miracle worker as Kentucky's
defensive coordinator.
"If we become great here, it
will be because of the players'
attitude, not me or Bill Curry,"
said Archer, who joined Curry's
staff last December after two seasons as linebackers coach at
Virginia.
But he might have to work
some miracles on a defensive unit
that ranked last in the Southeastern Conference in total defense
last season, yielding 381.91 yards
a game.
"I think Mike Archer's demea-

Hornets trade Gill to Sonics
SEATTLE (AP) — The Seattle SuperSonics acquired guard Kendall Gill from the Charlotte Hornets for Dana Bums and Eddie
Johnson: Charlotte also received the option to swap its -1994- firstround pick for the Sonics' choice next year.
Gill, who averaged 16.9 points and 4.9 rebounds last season.
signed a reported seven-year deal for $26.6 million last week.
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Hickman County knocked off
Calloway County and Murray
High in golf action Wednesday at
Oak Hill.
The hoSt Falcons shot a 157,
besting Calloway by a stroke.
The Tigers. playing without
defending state champion Adam
Grogan, finished third with a 167.
CalloWay's Jessie Rooker won
medalists honors with a 37, while
Clay Bolin shot a 39 to lead Murray High.
In girls play. Murray defeated
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Archer, a native of State College, Pa., was a three-year letterman at Miami as a free safety. He
later served as defensive back
coach of the Hurricanes for five
seasons under Howard Schnellen"But it's knowing when to be
berger, including the national
humorous and a little irreverent, championship season in 1983.
and maybe a lot irreverent some-•
He then went to LSU in 1984
times, and also knowing when to as an assistant to Bill Arnsparger,
put the hammer down. ThaCs a spending the 1985 and 1986 seagift that some people have and sons as defensive coordinator
some don't."
before being named head coach.
Archer plans to keep the sysArcher, 39, was head coach at
Louisiana State for four seasons, tem simple with the Wildcats
working out of a 4-3 alignment.
compiling a 37-18-1 record and
"We plan to have more of an
two bowl appearances. But that
wasn't good enough for some attacking front," he said. "One
people, and in 1990, he left for of our long-term goals is to get
better as the season goes on. That
Virginia.

Zeile
for two
als the
cr high
Gilkey
home

is a key to establishing a defensive tradition." Archer also wants the Wildcats
to forget about the failures of the
past.
"There will be a lot of bad
things happen," he said. "You
will suffer adversity and setbacks. But the champions forget
about the last play and go on to
the next play."
And Archer wants to stress the
good things that happen during
the course of a game and through
the season.
"We need to build on the positive," he said. "When they do
something good, we need to
accentuate the positive. When a
guy makes a mistake, you live
him a way.to correct it. That's
part of my job."

Fall Baseball
League
Registration For
Players Born Between
August 1, 1983 - August 1, 1985
Sian, Farm insurance Cornvar,
es
Nome Offices 8rooaPrgton

GOLF
at Oak Hill
Boys
Hickman 157, Calloway 158, Murray
167
C.41loway: Rooker 37, Greene 39.
Ross 41 Haley 41
Murray: Haverstock 40, Bolin 39. Pick
ens 44 Jacob Rayburn 44 Holton 48
Girls
Murray 136, Hickman 166
Murray: Roach 31. Holton 32. Haver
stock 36 Foster 37

MAJOR LEAGUES

10,040
7••• 70"
Salarsore
Doren
Boston
C um•und
11.4944,444

Hickman in a six-hole niatch,
136-166. Joy Roach shot a 31 for
MHS, while Tory Holton fired a
32.

care of our business. We've got a
key district game next week (a
visit to Fulton County), and we
can't afford to have somebody
thrown out. Besides, that was last
year. This is a different bunch.-

TODAY — LAST DAY
3:30-5:00 at

C'scar
- T.,.
Kars. C.
Sams
C Wools
IA assists
Orland

AN nesse COT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Oreasem
W
I Pet. GS
75
57
576 —
2
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75 50
71
62
514 6
7
526
64
71
7's
523
90 63
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70
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4)0 20
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W
I Pet OS
Sed —
75 57
70 63 126 5,
7
515
90 65
SOO 9
II SI
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73
59
424 19
711,
56
)04 23
52 60

Thursdey• Games
Chimp (Seers+ 3 2) 0 Nee Y00 play 15.5)
11 30 p
Cieseiard (Gasses 1 21 at 66nestesta (Tapes
7 121 705 p
1 at Swirls (Soso 7
halttauhee ,revatra
905
Baleraore Rhodes 3 31 at Calters•
935 pm
Or4 games lerKlubld

•Tigers...
'FROM PAGE 4B
on the field between the two
teams.
"We're beyond that now,"
Fisher said. "We've got to play
between the whistles, and take

•

nor is contagious and -very positive for the defensive team," said
Curry. "There's a certain gift he
has, something you have a hard
time explaining.

Falcons top local teams
on Oak Hill golf course
Staff Report

.4 r-

UK defensive coordinator making mark

Lend! leaves U.S. Open early
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Dennison Hunt Sporting Goods
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Sir Deco 13 16,411
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Si Leas 7 Cusoessat 4
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Nes! (Sanaers 2C, a1 ;u0"01 I RIM 24 ,
p 1.4
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Peisburph 1/ Saver
371 $35 p
Sm r;••418CO etioltar 16
ker. IA..
1 5-4) 6 40 pee
teleta Tod (Jonas 1 21. CP•cback
4344
91
'35 pm
046 044us 6•4.460

Chestnut St. • Murray-For more information please contact
David Owen (753-5551) or Don Chamberlain 753-5691

Piriadelprsa
MOW*"
51m
C740
Plats,se
Florida
Yo
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Larry Krouse Insurance
739-9888
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's(

I

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $

Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every thre months fully guaranteed???

I,

ji I

e also offer:
•FREE Termite Inspections
omplete Underneath Structural Repairs
itoisture Barriers
tkutomatic Temp-Vents Installed

1.11V

CALL. TODAY AND SAYER

WU

1 RMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Manager

Phone 753-6433

- John Hutching

Murray, Ky.

"Serving You Since 1063"
When You've TrIed Thom All Call SERVALL

The Sale You Have Been
Watching For!!!
1993's MUST GO!

ist the
Its seacries in

We Want You To Enjoy The Water
For Many Years To Come!
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SUNCRU1SER 22 tt aluminum deck boat. 2211 . plush
interior. moonng cover, poweredw/120 HP EVINRUDE
CUSTOM TRAILER - LOADED'

C score

Only

$15,900.00
CASE + DEPOSIT
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SCOTCH

CANADIAN HUNTER
99
1 75
12

1-ONLY: SUNCRUISER - 24 ft vewalk on upper deck
'Plushest Model' w/115 Evinrude. VERY NICE"
Regular Price $17,500.00

J&B

OLD FORRESTER

26951 75

15

-frr

$154100.00

1-ONLY: PLAYBUOY CHALLENGER 2022 VERY NICE
INTERIOR wlounge, furniture covers. cony top, powered
w/Yamaha 40 witilt
Special Priced Only 89,900.00
DEMO 1993 PLAYBUOY YACHTSMAN DELUXE 24 tt
Put Seating. Aluminum top. furniture covers, 20 gal fuel
tank (built-in) equipped wr92 Yamaha 85 HP T&T Regular Priced $13,500.00
Priced To WI - 811,900.00
NEW 1993 PLAYBUOY EAGLE 2022 W/Full Seating.
Cony Top. Large Diameter pontoons, Furniture Covers,
W'40 HP Force T&T
Regular Price - 88,900.00 - 1 ONLY • 87,500.00
PREVIOUSLY ENJOYED PONTOON BOATS
1988 CREST 111 21 ft Pontoon Bost. Large Pontoons, Aluminum
Too furl furniture. wr813 Johnson 60 HP TAT w/covers
ALSO CAMPER ENCLOSURE - ONLY $6,900.00
1986 HARRIS FLOTE-BOTE 28 II 'First Class Condition"
Aluminum Top. Deluxe Interior, powered wr86 Johnson 70
HP w/Tnin &Jilt. 2-12 Wilton Aluminum Fuel Tanks
Furniture Coveni - ONLY $7,i00.00
1990 SUNCRUNIER 18 ft w/Fishing Arrangement. cony
top. wr86 Johnson 40 HP - ONLY $4,500.00

99
4 Pack

HARRIS FLOTE-BOTE: 24 ft. or 21 ft., BEAUTIFUL
"COMBINATION: Full furniture. inducing pnvacy station.
powered with 115 Yamaha SAVE SAVE SAVE -111,000
OR MORE On Regular Selling Price

•-•

SUMMIT
4 LTR BOX WINE

'The Mcdure's

699

Happy Hoftdays Travel, Inc.

Southsides Largest Selection 01 Liquors, Beers and Wines

10/2 Maas From Murray on Hwy. 94 East
(502) 753-6116
Open Monday thru Saturday

ai

Liquor Ptikikel:F World
4033 Clarks River Road, Paducah • 443 6067
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Service

CAR
WON'T RUN?

CALL #1

•••

McClard's
753-9132
With a Woodmen annuity, your
dollars earn tax-deferred interest at
a competitive rate. To find out more
about Woodmen's Tax-Deferred
Annuities. contact:

and the

Calloway County
Lakers...
SIMPLY THE BEST!
Murray 753-1933
Hazel 498-8142

Tackle A Pizza
At Gatti's.

CALLOWAY

A

vs.

by bt•fore
or after the
gAmt: for Amy_

South Hopkins

An.Y..-Can-Eat
Puz• & Pasts
Buffet'

A Woodmen
-r - of the World

14E4

Life Insurance Society
Name Gam Omar. P1411.14•111

7:30 p.m.

Friday, Sept. 3

John W. Hammon*
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & /Aapia, Murray
759-9730

Jack D. Rose Stadium

Good Luck
Lakers!

Jas

•

753-6656

Chestnut St.

CHEVRON

Compliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

'Self Service •Full Service
•Major Brand Oils
Chr.ron Card, Major Credit Cards é American Express Accepted

"Quality Seruire at Competitive Prices"

753-2411

201 S. 3rd St.

South 12th • Murray • Most &gloss. Mgr.• 711.1-18111

Compliments of

Ammo

BUM1üA1tW

David L.
Harrington

Domino's Value Pizza
Carry-Out Only

County Attorney

Your choice of

one topping only

Expires 12-31-93

753-3030

"DON'T DRINK
DRIVE!"

Calloway Co. Offense

FORD

OM
I ••'•
..•

•

Ma

•or •

Calloway Co. Defense
_

MERCURY
LI NCOLN
Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers for
the past
65 years.

PARKER
1
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

NOBODY I
KNOWS s
LIKE
DOMINO'S

TI
STEVE PARKERLedger & Tsmes photo
Calloway County defenders, led by linebacker Tim Brickey (31), swarm Murray's Chris Chesney in last Friday's
27-7 Tiger win over the Lakers.

Sr.
C- 57 James Todd
Jr.
OG- 63 Dallas Rice
Sr.
OG- 55 Lucas Cherry
Sr.
OT- 76 Brian Evatls
Sr
OT- 78 Marc Fain
Jr.
Bohannon
Tyler
9
TEJr.
SE- 4d Brad Lowe
So
Sam
Arnett
OB- 1
HB- 22 Brandon McCuistion . Jr.
WB- 80 Wesley Cogdell .... Sr.
Jr.
FL- 19 Jody Kelso

NGDTDTDEDELBLBCBCBSSFS-

63
57
76
65
40
44
33
24
41
3
9

Dallas Rice
James Todd .
Brian Evans
Todd Forsyth
Brad Lowe
L.T. Osgood
Tim Brickey
Tim McDaniel
Mike Arnett
Tim McGrew
Tyler Bohannon

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

Good Luck
Lakers!

ft
Children's Shoes

Southside Center • 753-4383

701 Main Street

South Hopkins Defense South Hopkins Offense

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
2"mM
Dees Bank of Hazel
Member FDIC

Hazel, KY

DG- 53
DG- 68
DT- 74
DT- 72
LB-. 78
LB- 87
LB- 61
CB- 20
CB- 21
SS- 88
FS- 89

Marcus Johnson ...
Tristen Stanley ....
Nathan Bruce
Dan Vandever
David Parker
Brian Kyle
Heath Sutton
Monty Barnes
Jewel Stafford
Ernie Eastwood
Matt Stephens

Fr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.

COGOGOTOTTESEOBTBFBFL-

72 Dan Vandever
61 Heath Sutton
54 Travis Allen
74 Nathan Bruce
78 .David Parker
84 Jason Crawford
86 Clay Earl
17 Travis Willett
21 Jewel Stafford
89 Matt Stephens
88 Ernie Eastwood

GEE
PLUMBING

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.

Your Plumbing Specialist
Bert Gee - Owner

4•M

753-3008
Rt. 4 Murray

492-8136

;
Clive

•

Good Luck
Lakers!

OPEN 24 HOURS

entrars

from

HOLLAND
TIRE COMPANY
11
"We Carry A Large Selection
Of General Take-Off Tires."

East Main St. • 753-5606
far,74, Mon.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 8-12

TACO'BELL®

Racer's

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Coastal Mart

Jerry McCoy, Owner
0 409 Sunbury Circle

IN
*
ri

Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas

•

753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray

753-5940

753-8758

All Major Credit Cards
•

40
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CLASSIFIED
Deadlines are 2 days in advance end are as follows
Fnday 3 p m
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 • m
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p m
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p m
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p m
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p m
Saturday Edition

tnty
ST!

it•Nitit •t F.111.•I •••
L•gal Notice
Notice
Preortale
Card of Ili/unite
In Memory
Lost & Found

010
020
025
030
040

ZZa
•

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry • Supplies
Prod um
Feed • Seed

060

Help Wanted

410

Public Sale

070

Dogmatic & Childcare

54u

For Trade

Situation Wanted

free Column

Buil-vase Opportuni:y
Instruction

by before
ifter the

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
•••F H% It

230

570

Wanted

I % I F RV\ I %I.

RE‘l

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

290.
530.

Mobil*

280

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Horn..

For Rent

270

Mobile Homes Fur SA,

365

Business Rentals

420

Hume Loans

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

Apartment. For Rent

435

Lake Property

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

Houma For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rant or Loa..

460

Homes For Sale

310
III 1\NI'tilt I %Ito\
Motorcycles 320
Auto Serincer
Auto Parts
Used Care 330
Vane
Used Trucks 340
Campers
Boat, a Motors 360

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their •da for any error
The Murray Ledger & Tulles will be
responsibk for onl,i one incorrect tnaer•
twit_ Any error should be reported
immediately go corrections can be
mad*

RI I. I.%1 %IF SNI.ES

255 Mobile Horn. Lots For Rent
300

MISCF.1.1_14.1:ot

01 %It Ni I

I

753-1916

0011.1N NI \Uhl. I
190
370
390
400
550

Classified Ad Hatch
Display Ads

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

_DEADLINES

For Sale Or

LO1U10
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120
130
140 .
150 .
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
2g0
380

311:Itt II.%4•151SI:
Computers
FOF Sai• Or Trade
Want To Boy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cloansr•
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pita & Supplies

_

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ad.
4011 Merouni 2nd Ran,
8011, Ihecount
Itun
(All 3 Ado Mum Run Within 6 Bey Paned
75 pergola:se inch ettrs !or ramie, Shop
p‘nir fluids`

Reader Ads:
25r per wort' $500 minimum lgt
day. 51 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1 75
extra for shopper i Tue. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide $200 ex
tra for blind hog ads

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '200 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline

1C,Y3

)t,-(,'an -Eat
'Joist(
Notice

& Pasta
lu fTet'

MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
DISTRICT
Non•Discrimination Notice
The Murray Independent School District
does not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, national origin, marital
status, age, or disability in its educational programs and activities, including voc
ational education, or employment practices.

753-6656

ek

Inquiries regarding Section 504 compliance
may be directed to Judy Muehleman, Coordinator, Murray Board of Education, 814
Poplar, Murray, KY 42071,(5021 753-4363.
Inquiries regarding Title IX and Title VI
compliance may be directed to W A Franklin, Superintendent, at the above address
and tolephone number.

1111
me

The Kentucky.State Nature Preserves
Commission will conduct a public hearing on
September 17, 1993 at 9:00 a.m at the
Cums .Center, Murray State University
located in Murray; Kentucky in Calloway
County.The purpose ofthe hearing will be to
determine whether an imperative and un4voidable public necessity exists for the
taking of a portion of Blackacre State
Nature Preserve by the Kentucky Department of Transportation for use in constructing a section of Blankenbaker Parkway.

75?-2411

zza

Any interested person may appear at the
hearing and make an oral or written presentation regarding the purpose of the hearing.
Written comments may be submitted to the
address shown below on or before September 17, 1993. Questions regarding the hearing should be addressed to the Commission's
Director, Robert MCCance,Jr. at 407 Broadway,Frankfort, KY 40601 or(502 564-2886.
The meeting facility is accessible to people
with disabilities. The Cabinet will provide,
upon request, reasonable accommodation
including auxiliary aids and services necessary to afford individuals with disabilities
an equal opportunity to participate in all
programs and activities. If an interpreter or
other auxiliary aid or service is needed,
contact Linda Pollock at the Kentucky
State Nature Preserves Commission on or
before September 6, 1993 at(502)564-2886
between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. (e.s.t.)

*Ike
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114_,
Y BRIDAL

ATTENTION MUriay
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41 tw plus benefits For
application & into. call
1(216) 233 9078 Tam to
10pm 7 days

REGISTRY
Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &
Accessories

-

The Panhandler
Bel-Air Center
42t1t
DRAFTING Service cus

tom home plans commer
ciai industrial drafting
computer aided drafting 28
years experience Call
498 8830 after 1pm
EFFECTIVE September 1
1993 and until further no
bce Cablevision one time
charges for the Calloway
County Kentucky system
serving Calloway County
are as follows New Install
$27. Pre Wire Install $18
Upgrade $9 Additional
Outlest Initial $9 Add,
bonal OutletSpectal Trip
$18 Trip Charge $9 Tier
Change of Service $9 For
further information about
subscription rates please
contact our Customer Ser
at
Center
vice
1 800 444 5353
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted from God
554 7904 call for
appointment
MUSIC DJ Dances par
ties, weddings all musical
styles 753 0343
RAPID WEIGHT LOSS
Lose pounds'inches safely
quickly 'Specializing in dif
ficult cases •Increases me
tabolism •Stops hunger
Guaranteed fast results,
Call Now. Get 20% Off
United Pharmaceutical
1-800 733 3288 (COD's
Accepted)

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Ag•S4.
Our most compreheo-

n2o
Ik4loa
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
nuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
4 74 8 1 1 9 ,
Tues
1 800-649 3804

fl
• Shoes

CALLOWAY County Concrete Structural walls
slabs drives walks Col
cited 8 stamped concrete
Free estimates 474-8338

;3-4383
America's Second Car

c!ti Ugly Duckling

kticilinams
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Bottoms
' OPPoduritY

il•M

Lalled
Notice

MVO policy pays for
Skilled Intermeciale or
Custodial Care NMI
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever For free informabon

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
ffree local claim service'
10,, FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day
436-2701
ANNUAL LABOR DAY
WEEKEND SALE at the
Hitching Post Gifts in Au
rora Many items 20 50%
off Saturday. Sunday
Monday 474 2266

EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutter 435 4424

FRIENDLY HOME PAR
TIES now has openings tor
demonstrators No cash in
vestment Part time hours
CONVENANT TRANS with full time pay Two cats
PORT THE ROAD TO logs
over 700 items Cali
YOUR FUTURE LAST 1 800 488 4875
YEAR OUR TOP TEAM
OVER HANDS ON Supervisor for
EARNED
$85 000 Starting at $ 27 to manufacturing facility Must
$ 29 Per Mile Paid Health have prior supervisory ex
and Life Insurance Motel penence and at least a
Layover Pay. Loading high school diploma (col
Unloading Pay Deadhead loge preferred) Please
Vacation Pay. Spouse apply in person at Plumley
Marugo Ltd Henry County
Rider Program Solos,Wer
come Truck Driving Industrial Park Pans TN
School Graduates Wet Monday Friday 9am 5pm
Equal Opportunity
come 1 800-441 4394
Employer
DO ypu need a GED/ Do
HEATING cooling duct
you need hope for the fu
lure and help to got a solid work installer, minimum
career/ We have 22 JOB one year experience
openings for people 16 thru 435 4699
21 that are not full time high
school students Call JERRY S Custom Kitchen
753 9378 Five days a week Cabinets is now accepting
between 8 00arn 3 00pm
applications for woodwork
We we an EOE This pro
ors 8 finishers Prefer ex
sect is funded by the West
perence 409 Sunbury be
ern Kentucky Private In
hind Bunny Bread Murray
dustry Council JTPA
MANAGER retail farm
store Must have three
years agriculture related
Attention Murray
management experience
Pay negotiable benefits
Apply Box 230 Benton KY
start,
to
$11.95thf.
42025

**POSTAL JOBS**

plus benetitS. Postal
carriers,
sorters.
clerks, maintenance
For an application
and exam informa•
lion, call 1-219-7364715, ext P-3482 8
am to 8 p m , 7 days

NEW physiaan's practice
in Murray needs business
office employee with medi
cal office background
Great opportunity Resume
to P ALVIS PO Box 192
Mayhekl Ky 42066
OPERATORS NEEDED
dozer, enloader, shovel

dragline
DRIVERS J B HUNT DO
YOU WANT BETTER
PAY/ DO YOU WANT
MORE MILES/ THEN
HUNT
CALL J B
1 800-8452197 IF YOU
HAVE YOUR CDL CALL
1 800 368 8538 Training
available for inexperienced
drivers E'OE Subject to
drug seen
DRIVERS Over the Road
VarvFlat 35 States 1yr ex
penence verifiable start
25 28 cents mile with 3 yrs
Call
Benefits
1 800 444 6648
DRIVERS WANTED
Flatbed Experience or 2
years verifiable OTR New
Conventionals
Paid
Weekly Loaded,Empty
Miles Life/Health lnsur
ance Bonus Rider Prog
ram ADVANCED DeSTRI
BUTION
SYSTEM
800 364 1047, 24 Hours 7
Days Week
EXPERIENCED auto body
man Apply in person at
Donnie Hudson Body
Shop Almo Ky or by call
mg 753 6475 days or
753 9918 nights

drillers

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

WRITERS interested in be
ing published and willing to
pay Survey being taken
Confidential Write to Box
592 Murray KY 42071

If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000 00 POLICY
MALE
age 40f $9.45
age '50 12.37
age 60 - 17.69
age 70. - 28.93
age 80 - 52.73

LL.

FEMALE
age 40 $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age GO - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase
a.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of Service"

US POSTAL 8 GOVERN
MENT JOBS $2311r plus
benefits Now hiring
1 800 200 876l) 24 hours
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vaction Dream
Cash PO Box 224 McKen
zie TN 38201
WANTED aggressive 8
well groomed person will
IN to start at entry level
position with excellent ad
vancement opportunities
Job includes delivery &
customer service Open
ings at Colortyme in Murray
Apply in
8 Mayfield
person

WE are looking for produc
lion line workers men

ABSOLUTELY great op
portunity Fully stocked hog
women Apply at Murray farm geared for quick re
Unemployment Office
turn on investment Perfect
setting wooded private
WILDLIFE
Highly functional Lagoon
CONSERVATION JOBS
system EPA approved All
Game wardens security
barns with own feed auger
maintenance etc No exp
Farrow to finish
system
hiring
For
necessary Now
more
call operation 20 crate farrow
into
ing barn Dopping boors 1
219 794 0010 ext 7159
nursery Other outbuild
8am 8pm 7 days
ings Owner enioys reputa
lion for high quality
Domestic
purebred and crossbred
Childcare
stock and maintained fine
health record Established
CERTIFIED nurses adt,
clientele for private sales
will do in home health cart
Phone 901 782 3395
and,or housecteanirig
436 5792
CLEANING house is my
business Reliable and ei
penenced references Cat
Linda 759 9553

WANTED barmaids wait
Fusses 8 dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Tn
Paris
Cafe
901 642 4297 7pm 2am

CLEANING Service for
home or business Also
have carpet cleaner expo
lenced have references
Call 492 8238

AFTERNOON dishwasher
Apply at Granny s Restaur
ant 1006 Chestnut

WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474 2131 nights

ALL around maintenance
man needed Apply in per
son at Riviera Courts 01
lice 8arn 11am only No
phone calls
AREA REPRESENTA
TIVES NEEDED, Part time
work for motivated indrvidu
ais with good people sells
to place monitor foreign ex
change students with host
families and high schools
1 800 695 0142 PACE In
steuto International A Non
profit Educational
Foundation

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns 8 tuxe
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753 6981
SEWING sobs wantod in
cluding formal wear

753 1061
WILL do excellent work
cleaning homes de offices
Have low rates 759 1107
or 753 2366 and leave
message

CASH p*id for good used
rifles shotguns and p4f,
tots Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

USED electric fuse he.
used carpeting
range air conditioner ii,
frigerator storm windows
75.34109
FRONT pan & front spoiiiir
for 1976 Camere
_
753 0910
JUNK air condiboners is II
pick up 436.2904
LAWN mower deck for 1
wheeler 753 8809

1991 MURRAV lawn
mower runs & looks good
Ask for Matthew 436 2102

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
I Looking tor riti.tigyruViivii

with on advertising at kJ sales buck t' .;
Candidate must possess strong COIT If I Ill( Cation SkIlls with experience in advertising
design layout and .production College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred
Salary plus commission, excellent (• irripony benefits EOE Send resume-to Boy
1040A. Murray. KY 42071

PARIS area employer is
seeking workers for posi
lions available at a modern
manufacturing facility An
excellent benefits package
and competitive wages will
be available to the right
individuals who want a
stable career opportunity
Apply in person at Plumey
Marugo, Ltd Henry County
Industrial Park, Paris, TN
Monday Friday 9am 5pm
Equal Opportunity
Employer

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

SAFETY Advisors $2150
per month Company will
train Call Monday thru Fri
9am 1pm only
day
615 399 8269
SALES Professionals
Specialized Communica
bons Inc a long distance
phone caner has 'mimed
ate openings for sales pro
fessionals in the West Ky
area Comprehensive train
ing & unlimited commission
plans provided Mail re
sume to 2343 Lakeway
Circle Paris TN 38242

IMMEDIATE opening avail
able for telemaketer,
TAKING applications to(
hours per
secretary 37
maintenance person Apply
week Send resume to PO
Hilldale Apts Hardin KY
Box 770 Mayfield KY
EOE
42066

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 11, 1993.
„
•

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

COUPON

Knights- of Columbus Hall

--,

Name of Grandparents

METHODIST

or!mod g7 (161er piciure 95 Oti each additions! pi, lure
mod stamped, sell address cr.',elope. for return of picture

%METHODIST HOSPITAL OF McKENZIE

12 hour shifts. Excellent benefits.
Cmcact Kathy Heath Townsend for mote
fracirmation at 352-4162 or 352-5344

4

Name of Child

14,01- 7 ORGAN /AT ON
ri-u, Tr, 114/ 1.114
753-041,6 PO Box 1033 Murray
11011

AN OPPORTUNTTY AWAITS-R-444-AT METHODIST HOSPITAL OF MCKENZIE
• 7p-7a R.N. Staff Nurse - E.R.
• la-74.N. Staff Nurse - Med/Surg

•

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo -enclosed):

(Dom even et 8101

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
south to So Hasi Road NM on So Ha* Road 1 4 MIT.

The Children of
Tomorrow would
like to thank Peoples Bank, Pizza
Hut, Pagliais,
Dennison- blunt,
Tee's 'n Things,
and Taco Johns
for donations in
support of Children of Tomorrow.

Instruction
BE A RADIO AN
NOUNCER On the lob
training at local radio sta
bons Train around work
schedules No experience
required Call now for
FREE
brochure
1 800 345 2344

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 94-, 3
after 5pm

pari,

grader welders Must have
surface mine experience
Room and board provided
week
per
$880
1 304 664 9817 .

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 753 4545

BURIAL INSURANCE

TOBACCO cutters needed
492 8628 after 8pm

Went
To Buy

Justin &

Kristin Boggess
Grandparents
Della Boggess
Mickey & Garda Boggess

a

Firing in by September 9
noon) to be published
September I I th.
-

Murray Ledger & Times
as Jaaaciparcnix name Li anki.
(maximum of 4 lineal self addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to

f----. - •-*.-.
:

Send photo

EOE

10, -111.111.416.4.0.1.11111•01411111....

i.

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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410

240
lillsceasneous
WEDDINGS
OLD—
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies outdoor wed
dings Mountain Chapel
overlooking river near Gat
linburg Everything pro
ended Accommodations
Romantic Carriage Ride
Reasonable prices Charge
accepted
Cards
Heartland/
1 800 448 VOWS (8697)

FURNISHED ibt apt with
paid utilities No pets
Lease and deposit required Available Sept 1
Call after 5pm 436-2755

•

6FT tisk case Globe sng
naichese, comstock case*
double •
oven
901-593-5439
ALL STEEL BUILDINGS
'CANCELLED ORDERS 4
Arch Style Buildings Must
Sell For Balance Owed
30x40 42x60 50x120 and
60x230 Perfect For Shops
Hay Equipment and Barns
Call Express Steel Buildings Inc 1 80O-374-870
ALPINE in dash cassette
car stereo Alpine CD
Shuttle 763-0492
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavaorig. Inc We haul tap
soli, gravel. fill din, white
rock rip rap 750-1828
HORSE 34 gaited stallion
6yrs old. $1100 8x20 hauling trailer, $150 1976
Chrysler Cordoba. 96 XXX
acute! miles $800 1976
Semi Gusto° Cheby 350
van, $800 cap 759-9673
MOTORCYCLE helmets
army pants, shires a boots,
new 8 used guns Jerry's
Sporting Goods 6th 6 Wai
nut Mayfield
NEW 16' & 165' Blem
truck ores $60 8 up Also
XP2000 W L Generals 1st
line at idw, low prices Lots
of used tires $10. $15. $20
each Warehouse Tire. 400
Industrial Road 753-1111
PAPA Bear Fisher wood
burning stove $150
753 0706 days 474-8771
after 5pm

FORD 5000 tractor A 1
shape 4 new tees 4 14
plow 1211 wheel casc. &
large blade $8700 obo for
alt 753 8965
M FARMALL 1953 new
paint good Ores 3 point
hitch $2800 436 2727 ask
tor Joe

1917 BRUNSWICK pool
table, reduced to $250 obo
Cal Break Time Billiards
759-9303
210

K T I and Associates Otter
ing a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436-6099

Firewood

220
Musical
BASS drum double pedal
0W2000 1 yr old List new
$4 75 sell for $250
753-2981
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600
UPRIGHT piano excellent
condition $650 753-0492
WOOD clarinet excellent
condition $175 753 1628
240
Miscellaneous

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
SANBORN tar compressor, CHURCH WEDDING60 gal verbcal tank, 51'p Smoky Mountains Gatlin motor. 5011 Sears air hose, bug Chapels Since 1980)
drive air No tests No Waiting HonCraftsman Yi
eymoon
Suites
wench, $500 Like new
— - (Fireplaces Heart-Shaped
489-2329
Jacuzzis) From The Lace
SHAVING mugs, mustache To The Lunousine- Christ
cups. good clocks, knives lan Ceremony Rev Ed Tay
brass horses, many other la 1 800 346 2779
items 753-9780
FOR lakes ponds roads &
VIDEO camera VHS for- streets We have dozer
mat with extra 2hr battery grader dirt <TIMEX 8 also
pack in case. $500 Wood bush hogging Any size
burnint,stove, hub:h Rebel
tobs Free estimates Call
2T firebox with aft of pipe Ted Edwards or Charles
and stbve board $300 Smotherman 436-5828 or
489-2886
753-9822
WOLFF TANNING BEDS FRESH•Kentucky Lake catNew Commercial-Home fish Murray Bait Company
Units From $199 Lamps 753-5693
Lotions--Accessories
Monthly payments low as GATLINBURG Sum$18 Call Today FREE mit Breathtaking mountainNEW Color Catalog
top views fireplace bal
1-800462 9197
cony. kitchen clubhouse
pool (acuzzis Individual
units rented by Schwigert
Enterprises 15% off August 23 September 2nd
Free
Brouchure
GE reIngerator freezer with 1-800 242 4853, (205)
988-5139
OCR maker $200 GE pot
scrubber portable disIT'S
FREE, Our color brohwasher, $60 436-5407
chure reveals the money
making secret that is en
hanong the lives of thou
sands of people No obligation
Call 24 hours
ANTIQUE hand made'solid 1 Kr0-998 0881
cedar bedroom suite twin
MYRTLE BEACH RE
bed dresser, chest, $500
VACATION
SORT
Mahogany chest antique,
RENTALS Fully furnished
$50 753-6697
condos Pools tennis and
BASSETT dining room suit, more Golf packages'
table 6 chairs. hutch, $600 winter rentals available
753 1362 days. 435-4236 Fall rates from S327'week
FREE BROCHURE
nights
1 800-448 5653
COLONIAL style, earth
RIVE9SIDE WEDDINGS'
tones couch excellent con
rried in a riverside
(awn Great for college stu- Bei
..gekebo or nearby elegant
dent $100 753-4668
chapel in Pigeon Forge
QUEEN size waterbed with Tennessee From $99 No
mirror headboard. padded blood test or waiting persodi
• rails Call- after 5pm 1-800-729-4365
759 9972
-ROMANTIC CANDE
ROUND oak table haging LIGHT WEDDINGS
light fixture couch good Smoky Mountains Or
condition 753 5395
darned Ministers Elegant
SLEEPER sofa beige & Chapel Photographs Flor
brown striped tweed, never els LIMOS Videos Bridal
used, $150 obo Sam-5pm Suites with Jacuzzis No
Waiting No Blood Tests
753-5693
Gatlinburg Tennessee
1 800 933 7464

OLD antique marble top
kitchen cabinet antique
cherry wardrobe for sale
Top shape' Call
502 347 5418 after 2pm

a a.aalaire.at ruffavsywoosaa.irrif fo Are
/1//81 soimskistilsbonstirigis mam
'V

12x70 3BR 14 bath For
-info call 759 2005

4BR house, refaferiOEPS
deposit 492 8851

1986 BUCCANEER 14x70
2br 2 bath. $15 000
753-3645 or 753 9305

FOR sale or rent Renter
changed mind 3br, 1 bath
12 miles southeast from
Murray Call after 5pm
753-6392

1992 16x80 SOUTHERN
Elite 3br 2 bath with Georgia carpet $22,000
901 247-3233
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home €040ClTIC services 200
amp $375 100 amp 1325
435-4027
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles
doubles Financing available Clean, late model
homes Green Tree Financial Corp Kentucky
or
6 0 6 22 3 1 0 1 0
1 800-221-8204
MOBILE Home Loans mobile home financing 1976
and newer from Green Tree
financial competitive rates,
fast Friendly service Call
for an application today'
1 800-221 8204
OUR Pledge When you
compare quality, insulation,
options and set-up,you wet
find that we will have the
very best value for your
housing dollar Dinkins Mo
bile Homes Inc, Hwy 79
paris
TN
East.
1 800 642 4891 One of
the Southeast s oldest and
largest Home Centers
PRICE reduced on 2br mobile home arid lot at 1301
So 16th St Call 759 4162
or 753-3903
280
Noble
Homes For Rent
2BR Lakeview, completely
furnished total privacy
$200/mo plus utilities & deHamlin
Ky
posit
217 431 7034
LAKE area small trailer
474-8056
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3be,
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209
300
Hosting
And Cooling
NEW condition 7'a ton
Trane heat & air unit Wil
accept bids 753-1300 after 7pm 489-2116
WINDOW ac repair Free
estimates 436 2904

FOR Rent Business %tar
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

1 2 3BR apts furnished,
very nice some with
washer & dryer new MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753 1252 days 753-0606
after 5pm
1BR Sept 1 1st floor, nice
dean all appliances air,
quiet No pets 492 8634
1 OR 2br apts neer downtown Murray 753-4109

PUBLIC AUCIrioN)
2BR duplex in Northwood
Lease and deposit
SAT. SEPT 4TH 10:00 A.M. $325 mo 753 4704
BURKMANN FEEDS OF MAYFIELD

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
906 Ford F-71:0 Truck Equipped wr16' Van Body reTtoll Up Door
1979 Ford F-800 Truck Equipped *3 Hopper Media/Ica Bulk
Body • 1976 Ford F-500 Trio* Equipped *Molasses Tani &
Purrs)• 1971 Ford F400 Equipped &Grain Bed & Hoist • Used
Truck Parts & Twee • Overhead Load Oil Bins • Elevators Legs
- 120' 80' 40' 20' AA wail's & Buckets • Hammer Vaster) HP 50 HP • Roller Mil • Vertical Misers- Two 3 Ton 2
Ton • Elevator Buckets • Electric Power Scoop • Elevators Bens
•SP00109 r r 10'• Augers• Two 2500 Lb liquid Supplement
Tanks • Parts 0112.000 Bu Or Bin • Gear Reees • Chains
. Sprockets • Electric Motors, Boxes, Wore. Conduit •
P
B:Tanks•Vertical taxer Bottom • Pig Feeder Parts • Bagging
Equipment• Hand Feed Trucks•Office Equipment--Drisiii
:
91 -IC
SI
Cabinets, Etc, •Lots Of Other Miecearieous Nemo
FOR INFORMATION MIOIIE 502-247-3333

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

JAMES
R. CASH
AuCTIONEEP & REAL
erioKesi
ESTATE
FANCT FARM KY
THE SELLING MACHINE

se?-11123-1041M1
'PC

VERY nice 2br frame
house 1 mile east of Murray Large Irving room &
kitchen 2 utility rooms 2
fireplaces. garage
$350mo plus deposit 1
year lease 753 0069
360
For Rere
Or Lean
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-S40/mo 759-4081
370
Uveettick
I Supplies
GREAT trail horse, 5yrs
old strawberry Roam Leo
pard Alp approx 15HH
$1200 753-2905

AKC registered kbruature
Schnauzer puppies Phone
753-3909 Mon thru Thur
7arri-lOpm
AKC SIBERIAN HUSKIES
top quality bloodlines
Black/white gray/white
with blue eyes 753-8809
BABY rabbits & 2 adult
rabbits 1 male 1 female
$3/ea 436 2441
BREEDERS Close Out
Special' AKC registered
Boxers 3
1 female
dame 3yrs old CAII
&
Co 753 2511 759 2549
CFA registered Himalayan
kittens, champion grandpa
rents, shots, leukemia shot,
wormed, health guaranteed. $200lia 489 2495
after 7pm
HAPPY JACK FLEA
GARD All metal patented
device controls fleas in the
home without chemical or
exterminators Results
overnight At SOUTHERN
STATES
HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PARAKEETS $10 each
Various size cages
759-4119 after 5pm

(

FORMERLY MAYSWEET FEED MILL
1102 FULTON RD MAYFIELD KY
The 'Myeloid Sweet Feed Mill Has %coney Beilrl PUrChiSed By
Mr Kenny Buolunen And Burkinenn Mee 010erives Ky Bur%
mann Feeds WI Open For Illteinem The Fee In Mey4et1 Using
SUM Of The An Warty Control Programs To Meet High Ouse
fy Standards in manutacture And Delivery Or Feeds
The
Plan is Undergoing Estelle. Renovalmon and The nem. usted
Bebe Are Surpius Andrei Be Swing At Public Auction!' a

xi

12x52 TRAILER with buil
on rooms Must be moved
--Call 753 0751

Mobile
Homes Foe Sal.

••••• •

TIME share units and
campground memberships
Distress sales
cheap' Worldwide selec
Dons Call VACATION NET
WORK U S and Canada
800 543 6173 Free rental
information 305-563 5586

2BR house in Murray &
Lynn Grove 753 4109

38R 1 bath spacious yard
1495ono Lease & deposit
requireu No pets Avail
able immediadey Wiswei
Road Call 762-4483
Sam-4pm, 345-2748 after
5pm..

270
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

NEAR MSU kitchen lying
room, privileges utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753-9896

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hors
mg Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
hveen 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SPACIOUS 2br 2 bath duplex appliances furnished
central air & gas heat
$475,mo 1 month deposit
1 year lease No pets
753 2905
TAKING applic.ahons for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap access,
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hiadale Apts
or call
Hardin, Ky
502 4.37-4113

PEGS Dog Grooming
753-2915

FALL apples & Damson &
prune plums Call to place
your order 753 4725 or 753-9468
YELLOW delicious apples
753-7269
YELLOW Sweet corn
Damsoms & prune plums
tall apples McKenzie Or
753-4725 or
chard
753-9468

COPELAND'S
ORCHARD
Mayfield
Now Picking Red Skins
and Apples
623-8312

Yard Sale

GIANT

Frl. & Sat
8 a.m.-4 p.m
121 N. right on 299
(Kirksey Hwy.)
Second house(yellow)
on left past Poor Farm
Rd
children's
Furniture
clothes 100 amp pole &
storm
box effuses
doors, windows Ashley
wood stove and more

3 Party

206 Calloway
Hazel, KY

Fri. & Sat.
8:30-2:30
High chaos
ii•ve_q
coats blankets ka
size lades clothes
pictures eft

3-Party
Yard Sale

Garage
Sale

Fri., Sat. & Mon.
Until 12
Come 94 West to 783
Sowth turn left 3rd
drive on right.
Fmcre ter fixtures
epees adult & children
shoes dishes, amp, guns
& knaeS, lOtS 8 kilM more
Rain or 'Shine

Fn., Sept 3
7:30 a.m-2:30 p.m.
1552 Whippoorwill
Dr.
(Martin Heights)
GE microwave Oven.
8x12 area r‘kg, beds;
pread, bunk beds lots
of misa

Yard Sale
Southwest Villa
Subct.
2115 Southwest Dr.
•
Sept. 3 (Fri. Only)
7 a.m.-7 p.m.
;.-A•laStc Sae rain a/ vele
3faCied r5 irnos na•re
Crand Dcys cicithini coats
swealerS
vackw
besets
C.
,
ST.T-as sorea!so•oas peeved
iarearearts rso<aselloal*KoraI,* items mans & wor'nens
:0".•1; etc

Yard SaleOne mile down Oaks
Country Club Rd. oh
Hwy. 94W
Sat., Sept. 4
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
bed ilng 545
F
comae? realettwa OLee' see

sal its vaierbec dishes
lac;I. stand bedsomet and
Catans rasdealar *co iare.
'wagon bib/ car seat oys and
ots cr oualy ciothes tot nen
saineri ale cnKIrs^

Moving
Sale
1623 College
Farm Road
Fri. & Sat
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Cerree dletes, sw.ng se!
electric range. gas water,
neater, color t v , antiques
children clothes.
blinds, Nintendo & games
Cozy Cope car

Moving
Sale
Fri. -A Sat.
Hwy. 1536
(Dr. Douglas Rd.)
past a
marker
an roort, DrOWfl noose
Wood staves, chainsaw,
.acuurn oeaner.
Women's clothes Is:
7 8,'& Xl..) men's sr^a
sefles efc
snta'

Multi-Family
Yard Sale
Hwy. 121 S., just past
Lynnwood Estates
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. -2 p.m.
Household mens &
clothing,
women's
antiqUes... tupperware
samples office --supkids
plies.
misc .
,terns etc
Cancel if Rain!

Big
Yard Sale

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. until ?
Go 94.E 9 miles turn
right on 1346 third
place on left. Watch for
signs.
1984 XR-250 motorcycle antique camel batk
trunk, antique mantel
clock, glasstop table,
clothes all sizes glassware, lots of things

Fri., Sat., Sun.
Sept. 3, 4, 5
121 South to New Concord, turn left on 444
go 3.8 Miles, Trailer on
the right.
glassware
Antiques,
antique dolls, ruby granite, furniture and lots of
mist Owns
Dont miss ft'

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-??
Rule Burkeen Rd.
near Aurora
Girls clothes from
infant to 5. toys &
lots of misc.
Fp more into or Prec
tons, call 474,8200

CUSTOM IdTCHEN CANNETS
CUSTOM W000W0411UNG

•
Al Tepee Of:
Custom Woodworking

•

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
scri suraturiv iioerter iaikurie Boer Brew
'S3 %se

CLASSIFIED •

'
"
1
\U""ONIC
'l
.11°11116'--alik•

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Garage Sale
Friday Only!
8-??
Hwy.94E. Right on 280
Pottertown Rd.,3/4 mi.
left on Rieman Rd.
Come & browse dotes
iaduitchiireen) truck top
Oar books, Chars lamp

1,niiets mist items Lots
Re
,
' or Shr,,
of

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

CLASSIFIED

a
tt

•IME•

Friday,Sept. 3rd, 1,993 at 10 a.m. at Mrs. Kathryn Ba rice II near
Shamrock Resort. From Paris, Tn. take Hwy. 79 to Paris
Landing State Park take Hwy. 119 follow to Shamrock Resort
Rd. turn right follow to first road to right let house. From
Murray, Ky. take 121 South follow to Shamrock Resort Rd.
Watch for auction signs. Mrs. Barxell has sold her ht.use and
moving out of state.
Nice maple bedroom suite - nice maple bed with night stand - nice
floral couch • odd Chairs - nice table 8c vanity lamps - antique wing
back chair - old stereo - small entertainment center - nice new oak
secretary-nice table & chairs with padded back & seat - coffee & end
tables - portable color t.v. with remote - portable sewing machine
quilt rack 8rold quilts • ladder back chairs - like new rritcrtr.vave-dr cart - nice clean small kitchen appliances- pots &-pans - some old glass &
china - stone pieces cast iron pieces - Uncle Sam bank - blue stem
pieces.- carnival glass - old festia pieces - clay pot cooker • radio &
cassette player - new food processor - box of curtains - iron & ironing
board - rollaway bed lawn furniture - books. luggage - carpenter
tools -step ladder. Folks this is only a partial listing. Other items not
listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. FOr more information and your auction needs phone
502-435-4144.

Dan Miller Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in K.& Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

ESTATE AUCTION

Saturday, Sept. 4th, 1993 at 10 a.m.
at the home of the late Mr. Kelly Woods
1101 Poplar St. in Murray, KY
GC,J5
„age pos.bearoom sa•t.o'he,sma. post Pearoorr • so*
vanites. fancy Old lamp tables, small doss & chart Coo coo
Clock, electric sewinkmachine. hand painted lamps, maple'tatle &
choirs, nice credezena & mirror, nice coffee & end tobes. ce ccx.cn &
choir „other odd Choirs, corner wtIat.-not, old pictures & frames, Duncar:
Pnyfe drop-leaf table & 6 harp back chars. Duncan Phyte drum tape.
drop ;eat lobe & choirs.(2) very old dreSser. organ stooi, iron beds. o
- frank, nice chest freezer_ auto wasne.r & dryer, twin iron bed kerosene
iamps. large coilection of miniature iOrnios. stoniforrixrrig tio-Ws stone
p.tcher. Coca Cola glasses. water gloss set, small juice set, trio gass
occupied Japan-shaker set. footed pieces of glass. amber & red g ass
oink & green dishes. silver plated items, old hustler alarm clocg. brass 'ems
old mantle vases. Old chalk. Items. old comic bOoks, old games, 0 c
American log Set. old- egg basket, costume oawelry. old books &
magazines. bookcase. washboa,c1. Avon boTtle. hen on nest. OfC-SCO es
castror iterni, old class& china,flatwear, small kitchen applionceS,Pets &
!pans. unusual ,Ce Cream maker, bedspread, knen, lots of coon mate. t:
fancy needlework, stone crocks, other stone items, blue fruit ,ors, c •
•
ionterns, roiling pin, old sleepy-eyed doll. dresser set, red vases. oic
ad adding machine,fireplace set, vacuum cleaner fnarble fop too• •
stereo. color T V . old mirror. rrecrowove. PO religious records c 7
•
washer, horse collar, step ladder, nickle match box noider. wiz L.,
rotor
, pumping equipment, electric power tools, Old wrenc nes. vee.
pulleys. carpenter tool box & tools. pipe vise, ppe threader, meta too
Doses for pick up truck,hand & garden toOls, yard choirs Many other items
not I,sted Auction held rain or shine' Not responsible for accidents Loncn
avaatke
000 CneSt &

For more information and your auction needs, Phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller, Darrell Beane, Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in KY & TN - #1281 Firm 2333

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Labor Day Auction
Monday, Sept. 6th, 1993 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction
Barn in Lynn Grove, Ky. From Mayfield take 121 South
through- Coldwater, Ky. turn south onto 1836 follow to
auction. From Murray,Ky.take 94 West to Lynn Grove. Watch
for auction signs.
Nice round oak trasle & chairs • other nice round oak table - 4 or 5 bedro,,m
suites - odd beds, dreamer & vanities -gun cabinet' nice maple table & chairs.
several nice couches & chairs -other odd chairs.color ev. -some with remote
control - electriccook stove - refrigerator - one sis ref. - upright-freezer - washer
& dryer - electric organ - metal cabinets - baby bed - Waterbed - coffee & end
tables - lamp tables - 2 old oak square dinirig tables - office equipment computer • electric typewnter - stereo with speakers - costu nap jewelry • like
new bicycles - old Westinghouse cook stove - microwave - game table - bunk
beds - old quilts • 3or 4 nice recliners -occasional chairs - Spanish guitar- 13"
Horseman baby doll with 13 outfits - nice bar stools - exercise bicycle - old
quilts - old pictures & frames. floor lamps - CB base & equipment .P.A. set file cabinet - computer desk - lot of old glass & china - CtAlector items - lawn
mower - Snapper riding mower - tiller -swing set - lot of wrenches & tools -car
ramp - 6.000 Ford diesel Fender tractor - super nice 601 Ford tractor with
rotary cutter. Folks this is only a partial listing. This will be an all day auction.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in K. & Tenn oust Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Sept. 11th, 1993 at 10 a.m.at 208 South 12th St. irt Murray,
Ky.Mr.& Mrs.W.T.Turner are moving out of state and will sell
their house and personal property.
•

•

3 Party

pocket watch, lots of
collectibles and misc.

YARD
SALE

7 a.m. - ?

Concord
New
At
across from P.O.
7:30 until 7
Thurs., Fri., Sat. &
• Mon.
Tools. collector 01 Lades
nandkerchets Bame Do'
co/actor crshes fror
&
ware. -..
szes
c'' - g
cii0O'CS
&

373 43 ACRES 108
TRACTS ABSOLUTE auction September 4 tOwn
CST Rough River Lake,
area Cam BF Harried Auc
tioneer. 1 SOO 272 6233
Century 21 Joe Guy
Hagan

74ts.

Public- Auction

Fri!, Sept. 3rd

Pubic
Sale •

1614 Magnolia Dr.
Sat., Sept. 4
Many old & unusual
items. old glassware
& dishes, oil lamps,
&
clock
antique

Fri & Sat
7:00-4:00
F amour* cereal ve rims
apaances ampli bey
cies Bart.@ terrinoute
5i.Sint" Sneer Saddle
Bors Gins Cones Sr 2t
Tear G • s cores

1611 Belmont

410

Carport
Sale

Moving Sale
121 N house past
Baptist
Emmanuel
Church (on right)

Garage
Sale

Community
Yard Sale

ut°1...,
4/
r
1

Pubic
Saki

Public
Sale

Fir Real

This nice 4 bedroom brick house - one full bath - 2 half baths - large
living room with fireplace - dining room - large kitchen -laundry room
- beautiful hardwood floors • storm doors & windows - double carport.
Mrs. Kathleen Turner is a hair stylist and has run a beauty shop for
many years at this location with 5 dresseretts.6 like new hair dryers
hyd.chairs for each dresser or this space could be used for a nice large
office.
Terms On Real Estate: 20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days
and passing of deed. This auction held jointly with Terry Paschall
Real Estate.

Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller Auctioneer 435-4144
Watch next week's paper for personal property detailed
listing of some fine antiques and good glass.
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Auction
1 South
'How to
?". Watch

5 bedroom
& chairs ith remote
washer
ITee & end
tiipmprit retry - like
ble - bunk
uitar • 13
cycle - old

-PA.set ims - lawn

tools.car
actor with
iy auction.
available.
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gurray,
will sell

is - large
dry room
earpcitt.
'shop for
r dryers•
iice large

1 30 days
Paschall

YARD
SALE
'2 Big Days •

Fri. & Sat.
1411-8 Michelle Dr.
&eve Cars AMC Jose)

--7
Rain or Shines

Yard

Sale

Fri. & Sat
7 a.m. til ??
Hwy. 94 to Van
Cleave Rd. turn left
onto Bethel Church'
Rd. 3 miles, 1st on
right.
Glassware, furniture,
baby items. tools. stove,
clothes, etc Other big•
load added Sal

3 BR. 2 bath. by
owna EY Subd.,
large wooded lot, 2
car garage. lots of clues, large family
w/fireplact,
room
large storage bldg
590's Call Bob Of Lou

Davis 753-0822

3 41344. 2 bath ranch in
Quiet neighborhood near
city schools great room
with fireplace large tam.ly
style kitchen newly decor
ated all appliances, in
cluded neatly landscaped
freshly panted exterior 2
car garage $87900 Cat
for appointment 759 1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
•
Dr
3BR 1 bath brick house
2100• sq ft Large lot in
Circarama. 905 Fairlarie
753 3793

ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753-1651 1 Sycamore and 12th St
TRAILER 8 small cabin on
lake for sale and 1/. of acre
of land 753-1038 after
4pm

BUILDING lots in subdivision with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
wooded, Southwest School
District.. natural gas. city
water, cablevision 3 3
miles from city limits Financing available Lots as
low as $4500 753-5841 or
753-1566
BY owner Beautiful
wooded lot almost one
acre Fairview Acres. four
miles East Old Salem
Road Call 753 4423 after
7pm
MAPLEWOOD Estates
Approx 100'x 150 aty wa
ter REC electric 1 mile
from Murray Court Square
on 94E 615-6627632
NICE 5 acre tract of land on
Hale Road Noce building
site on property some
wooded Just listed at
57300 Professional Real
Estate 759 1591
NICE lot for mobile home or
build your own home City
water sewer gas avail
able Won't last long Only
$6500 Professional Real
Estate 759 1591

sume to PO Box 48. Murray. Ky 42071
1991 PONTIAC Sunbird
61 XXX oil changed every
3000K tuned up recently 8
new IMPS SAO as, enVIM
Cassette $7000 Call
753 5242 9 30 to 5 30
1992 MAZDA IAX3 rod
new tires auto loaded
$500 & take over pay
menu Cal 759 9837 leave
message

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray s Al
pne Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Center 1 block
from MSU dorms

1976 SIC pickup, $550

436-2043

1979 GMC Jimmy Allx41 new
3BR 2 bath brick 13805q -.Wes 11 XXX miles on new
ft 3yrs old $72 000 Phone 350 engine good
shape
for appointment 753 3293 7535899 after 5prn
3BR ranch style home with 1984 GMC 4x4 Sierra,
new central gas heat &
shit/P i $4803 1993 Dodge
central electric air extra Caravan. V6
nice.
large rooms detached $14,000'753 7516
wor.kshop building & metal
storage building fenced 1987 FORD Bronco II XLT
backyard surrounds large 4:4 auto pAv pA one
tree shaded wooden deck owner excellent condition.
669.900 MLS 15181 Con- $6000 Cal 924 5380
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

1988 FORD F250 Pickup.
V8. F I , auto, pis. Wb. dual

1BR 34 bath home built to

tanks, radio. white wrblue

AIR Condworeng Ron Hail
Heating. Cooling & Electric
Inc Service, saes and in
stalation (502) 4354699.
435-4327
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maxi(
manufacturers All work

and parts warranted Ash
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirtpopl 30. years ex
p•ri•nc•
BOBBY

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers offices
Wultt s Recovery Murray
436-S560

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8723
MULCH pick up loads
Murray 436 5560

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
NEED carpet or vinyl in
and Cooling Service Corn
stalled? Have 20 years ax
Pete installation and set
Call Gary at patience Call 474 2789
vice
759.4754
PAINTING exterior inter
ior Call Charlie Rains
CUSTOM bulldozing and
753 5754
backhoe work septic sys
terns. 354 8161 after Ipm PLUMBING epairrnan with
DRYWALL finishing re same day service Call
pairs additions and blow 436 5255

HOPPER 436-5848

ing ceilings 753-4761

BACKHOE SERVICE
BFtENT ALLEN septic tank

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc &VW* Sates and in
stallation (502) 435 4699
435 4327

installation repair replace
merit 759.1515
BACI040f Service ROY
HILL Septic system dove
ways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664

GENERAL Repair plumbing rooting tree work
436 2642

RETIRED Journeyman
Millwright will do plumbing.
electrical carpentry and
general repair 492 8403
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding,
painting, plumbing concrete Free esOmates Call
474-2307

GERALD

WALTERS SHEETROCK imishing,
Roofing, vinyl siding paint- textured
ceilings Larry
C-0441M•f tt•i
Cali ing Flee estimates 18 - Chris/non-492-8742- -years
Local
experience
re
753 59,34
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
ferences 436 2701
Removal Insured with lull
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
HADAWAY Construction
line of equipment Free es
Service Al work guaran
teed
753 1134 or Remodeling, vinyl siding. timates Day qi night.
vinyl replacement win
436 5832
753 5484
dows vinyl flooring
BRYON'S LAWN SER- 436 2052
THE Gutter Co Seamless
VICE Free estimates
HANDYMAN wilt do plumb- aluminum gutters variety
753 4591
ing electrical carpentry of colors Licensed inCARPET and vinyl instate
and general repair
sured Estimate available
bon and repairs Glen Bob
753 0596
759 4690
BILLS Window Cleaning
Service
Residential

Nor, 759-1247
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
hon. high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664

HAVE you had Breast Im
plant surgery? Call Flora
Stuart attorney, for free
legal
advice
1 800 732 3178 No tee
unless you win This is an
advertisement

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service. Center, cleaning
servicing 315, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
Almo Open 9-12 1 5,
Mon Fri 753 0530

quality standards Features interior Clean and runs
2 master suites large bright great $4850 Phone
kitchen large side entry 502-875-4060-(dealed
garage milt built in Great .1988 SURBURBAN 20y.

C & 0 HOME Repairs Call
753-9669

Ion, Whole w/Blue interior,
350F I , ano,
ot stereo. air, new tires, good
dean Southern Trut. nice'
Phone
$6 250
502-875-4050 (dealer)

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

SET of factory wheels with
trim, rings 8 center caps
$100 753-0910

LAWN mowing service In
sured Coleman Benehel
phone 759-4564

1975 PACE Arrow Class A
28ft motorhome, $6500
753-9181, 753-8124

Porn star suing over contract

closet splice & many other
outstanding features Adtacent lot available Located
in Southwest Villa Estates
MLS 65164 Contact KopFOR sale by owner Small
professional building perud Realty 753-1222
downtown 505 Main St BRICK home, central h/a.
Ideal for Accountant Insur- gas line city water. 2br, 1
ance, Dental or Law office bath hardwood doors. douCalf 759 1429
ble carport, large twin, appliances, refrigerator neFOR sale Land 10 acres. gotiable, $40's 492-8892
20 acres, 45 acres 65
acres, 8 100 acres Also CONDO 2br. 2 bath overwill rent 753-1300 after looking pool Chateau
7pm 489-2116
Maurice, $75.000 2949
Harrison. Paducah. KY
GENTLEMAN'S farm with 443-4757
horse barn located WM
southwest of the city limits GREAT LOCATION 3br,
This totally redecorated 24 bath horaeNon approx 1
3-4br home 8 great 4 stall acre. 2 miles from town
horse barn'surroundedby Welcoming decor Shown
white plank fencing on 2 by appointment 753 9475
acres will delight your fam- KENTUCKY Lake front
ily Additional acreage home 4lx,
"2 bath spectaavailable MLS 15174
cular view, large fireplace.
Contact Kopperud Realty skylights,
patio & deck
753-1222.
$99,900 For sale by
KENTUCKY LAKE LOT owner._ 502 41F,2cis...3
BARGAIN!
2 7 NICE
2br. 1 bath lake view
ACRES-$79_64/Mo Enjoy
home, full basement, large
access to pristine Lake
lutchen & living room, fireBarkley from this beautifully
place. deck, garage, comwiioded parcel Build your munity
boat ramp Lakeway
vacation retirement home
Shores Subdivision $40's.
nowt Call developer/owner
759-2085
800-858 1323 Woodland
Acres Price $7900. $1600 QUALITY home on wooded
down, bal fin 10 yrs at lot Horne features 2 large
895% ARM
bedrooms, living room, dining room, den or game
KOPPERUD Realty has
room. Quiet peaceful setbuyers waiting to purchase ting. A
must see. Only
homes-all price ranges If
$54.500. Professional Real
you are thinking of selling- Estate 759-15X.
contact one of our courteous and professional •
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Center
Bel -Air
502- 753 -SOLD.
1-800-369-5780

CAR stereo reeler. axpenance requved Send re-

1980 1100 XS Yamaha,
$950 obo 753-0095
1981 HONDA XL 185 Strad
bike. Call after 8pm
753-7652,
1989 HONDA Vgi 250
Sport bike, low mileage,
sharp 753-5718.
1990 LT 80 SUZUKI 4
wheeler 492-8298.

26FT Nomad Can't/et. MY
self contained, air, awning,
new refrigerator, asking
$4300 502-437-4902
30 NOMAD camper, bumper hitch, bunkhouse
model, loaded, sleeps
8-10, fully self contained.
excellent condition, 66900
Also available, matching
1983 Chev Suburban,454
motor tailoring pkg, both
for $10,000 .obo. Call
753-8965

14' ALUMINUM V bottom
fishing boat with 18hp Error.rude motor, oars, trolling
motor, seats, gas tank,
depth finder, goes with
boat Older boat & motor
used very little Call
753-4871 or work
762,4811 7am-3pm
1977 AIR Stream. $8000
436-2883
1983 GIPSON Lazy-Cruz
houseboat, 43ft tort with a
1988 Volvo- Penta 4cyl motor. Kohler generator 7.5
(rebuilt), sleeps 8-10 people, lots of special custom
work 8 dean, 2 tv s microwave,coffee maker & most
of furniture stays Real nice
houseboat for the price.
Call 753-4871 or work
762-4811 7am-3pm

1963 HUNTER 20. 25h
DISCOUNT parts, depend- mast, 170sq ft sails, sleeps
able service for all brands. up to 5. asking $5000, inMOTORCYCLE PARTS 8 cluding baler & oulbowd,
SERVICE, north of Murray 474-2777
on Coles Campground Rd.
1985 RANGER 373 V, 200
Open weekdays
Mercury, fully equipped,
Sat 10arn 3pm
excellent shape 753
(0509
Used
Cars
1976 MERCEDES 280
17.XXX, gas, 4dr, asking
13000 474-2777
1964 VW Quantum station
wagon, excellent condition,
75.XXX aided 759 9508
1985 BMW, black metallic
two door, all power moon
roof 69,XXX miles new
Radials excellent condi
bon 489 2704 after 6pm
1985 CHEVY Celebory ex
cellent condition all power
black & silver, $2200
753 2976

4 LIKE New BF rairodrich
tires B7813ST. 4 ply on 5
lug galvenized boat trailer
wheels $90 each in Over
tons Magazine Will sell all
4 for $180 Phone

502-227-8015
510

Services
Offered
1 A A 1 Hauling tree trimming. tree removal. cleaning out sheds. attics. & odd
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb
Al IA all around mowing &
Wee trimming & light haul
ing Call 436 2528 ask for

K B ASSOCIATES Gen
oral construction, remodel
ing..garages, decks. patios
interior Vim 753-0834

WINDOW & door repair
Repair re screen no glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt service

KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgran for
mica all colors Free est)
mates Wuffts Recovery

Murray 436-5560

FREE puppies to good

MOODY'S mower repair
LICENSED for electric and Pick up and delivery
gas 753 7203
753 5668

home Chow & German
Sheperd mix 10 Mks
753 9883

Record crowd
attends fair
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A
record crowd of 676,945 attended the .1993 Kentucky State Fair,
topping last year's then-record
attendance of 673,540.
Hut, muggy weather stalled
attendance the last weekend of
the 11-daii fair. • which ended
Sunday.
A one-day attendance record
was Set Aug. 21 when 106,335
attended the fair at the Kentucky
Fair NW Expositian Center in
Louisville.'
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momentum. Let your mind soar into
a higher
people tire
now on your side.
Brennan and Kitty Carlisle. actor
SCORPIO iOct. 23 No% .
Charlie Sheen, cartoonist Mon t Concentrate on building greater
Walker.
hnancial security. A hectic social
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): life-can interfere with career or busiSomeone who has been out of your ness progress. Know your priorities.
life Mii% trs to return. Be certain
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-Dec.
_ your as-soc-i
-ate,s full-understand 211
curly -Jaunting meeting._
what" they are bring told. Postetute. could influence a major career or
making major moves until the tim- financial decision. Avoid becoming
• involved
ing is right.
in your associates'
TAURUS (Aped 20-May 201: putes. Your objectivity will he
You can gain an advantage by going rewarded.
out of your was to help other people
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
today. Take care-of sow' financial
191: Hard work, lair play and a willobligations without being reminded. ingne.s to take risk:bring you new
A good credit rating is a valuable success. De% ise ways to do your
asset.
work better---and product iy its will
(;E-NtINI iMas 2
20-)-!----ri-re: Relax tonight and enjoy lite.%
Keep some of your abundant energy simple pleasures.
.ntrsserve. You will want to. be there
AQUARIUS Jan. 2(31'eb.lb
for those who need your assistance. Social contacts play an increasingl%
Investigate further before making a important role in your career or
financial coMMitment.
business plans. A Meniber of the
CANCER (June 21 -July. 22): A opposite sert may want more than
new stability- at work reduces the Voll are willing to give light now.
tension in your personal life. Any
Be candid.
financial problems should be disPISCES (Feb. 19-March 201: A
cussed with family members. Use younger person approaches sou tot
originality to stimulate business.
advice of a personal nature. Listen
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You carefully before offering any sug_may be too easily influenced hy oth- gestions. Overseas business begins
ers new . An indirect approach- pro- to pick uP. Coent on your income
duces extraordinary results. Your rising.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are affectionate, generous and loyal. Count on
them to stand by their families through thick and thin. Although these intelligent ‘'irgos dre...,ot glory. they sometimes lack the get-up-and-go to turn
their fantasies OM reality. they enjoy having people make a fuss over them
but are quick to spot hypocrites and flatterers..Perfectionist% by nature, they.
can be highly critical of other people's efforts. Encourage them to be more
diplomatic when offering suggeqions.
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ThePartyMart
Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy. 45 Paducah
Open 8 A.M. To 10 P.M. - Fri & Sat. 'Til 11 P.M.
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fat.

stardom.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22i:
Insurance matters need your attention. A personal campaign gains

klunife

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & Custom
woodworking 753 8056

....

finances receive an unexpected
boost. Gi'Y.e a new relponship
enough time to mature.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Children will appreciate whatever
time you can give them today • Stay
flexible in business negotiations and
you will wind up on top. Accent
ethics and morality on the road to

Sisoi

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try remodeling porches
roofing, concrete, drive
ways painting, mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489 2303

---••-•-•••••••••As ••••••••••

_ HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Let family members get to know
you better. They will be surprised by
what they learn and become much
more supportive. A long-sought
goal moves within easy reach by
December. Music plays an importam role in your life. Early in 1994,
guard against overindulgence where
food ana drink are concerned. A
love relationship will intensit nest
-Mav.- Take offspring into your confidence.
_
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actresses Eileen

LABOR DAY
STAWKUP SALE
tot ---rs

estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753 0495

CLASSIFIED

horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1 -900-98K-77M. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)

f

what you went to law school
For."
Stryker's attorney, Sandy Passman, said that pornography
"might not be my cup of tea."
but that the lawsuit stemmed
from a legitimate business dispute. He offered to be discreet
with some of .the exhibits.

Maker's
Mark

1988 CHEVY Cavalier, Mark
auto ac amlm stereo 4 Al AL'S hauling yard
cyl white wblue interior work tree removal mow
One owner Great car ing
Free estimstes
$2500 502 875 4050 759 1683
(dealer)
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free

1991 GEO Tracker conver
She with bikini top yellow'
black 4x4 5sp 9/C phs
prb cassette warranty
$9000 obo 759 1870

FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 3. 1993
-.(For your personalized daily Jeane 'Mon

cr 110*

LOS ANGELES (AP)- Some
might say, by this point, it's
public property. But a porn star
says there's a limit to what entrepreneurs can do with his private
parts.
Charles Peyton. who appears M
porno flicks under the name Jeff
Stryker, is suing two companies
for allegedly using a cast of his
penis_to make rubber replicas in
various colors and with a number
-of options.
Peyton acknowledged posing
for two casts but said the companies didn't get permission to
make other models- and .are• not
paying royalties. He also accused
them of using his picture to sell
"penis pumps," designed to
enlarge the organ.
The defendants, California
Publishers Liquidating Corp. and
Health Devices Inc., which markets sex aids under the name Doc
Johnson, said there were no violations of a contract that pays .
Peyton_S200,000 for use of his
likeness.
Superiot Court Judge Erie E.
Younger said he will look into
whether he has the .authority to
dismiss the lawsuit on the
grounds that it is so bizarre.
"I question whether this case
is below-the dignity of the-Sifrierior Court of the state of California.," he said Wednesday. Referring to the lawyers involved, he
wondered aloud if "this is really -
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 2, the 245th day of 1993. There are 120
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept 2, 1945, Tokyo time, Japan formally surrendered to the
Allies in ceremonies aboard the U.S.S..-Missouri. World War 11 was
over, six years and one day after it began.
On this dale:
In 1666, the Great Fire of London broke out, destroying thousands
of homes, but killing only a few people, in the several days that it
burned.
In 1789. the U.S. Treasury Department was established.
In 1864, during the Civil War, Union Gen. William T. Sherman's
forces occupied Atlanta, one day after the Confederates had retreated.
In 1901. Vice President Theodore Roosevelt offered the advice,
"Speak softly and carry a big stick," in a speech at the Minnesota
State Fair.
In 1924, the Rudolf Friml operetta "Rose Marie" opened on
Broadway.
In 1945, Ho Chi Minh declared Vietnam an independent republic.
In 1963, Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace prevented the integration of Tuskegee High School by encircling the building with state
troopers.
In 1963, "The CBS Evening News" with Walter Cronkite was.
lengthened from 15 to 30 minutes, becoming network television's first
lull-hour nightly newscast.
In 1969, North Vietnamese president Ho Chi Minh died"
Five years ago: Democrat Michael Dukakis welcomed back former
top aide John Sasso to his presidential campaign, nearly a year after
Sasso resigned because of his role in torpedoing the campaign of
Democratic Sen. Joseph Biden.
One year ago: On the campaign trail, President Bush announced
nearly $2 billion in new aid for U.S. farmers and a $6 billion jetfighter sale that would largely benefit Texas. Democrat Bill Clinton,
meanwhile, charged that Bush would shortchange middle class students .to finance tax cuts for thc rich.
Today's Birthdays: Author-conservationist Cleveland Amory is 76.
Senate Minority Whip Alan K. Simpson. R-Wyo, is 62. Former Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth is 56. Football Hall-of-Famer Terry Bradshaw is 45. Actor Mark Harmon is 42. Tennis player Jimmy
Connors is 41. Actress Linda Purl is 38. Actor Keanu Reeves is 29.
Thought for Today: "Nothing succeeds, they say, like success. And
certainly nothing fails like failure." — Margaret Drabble. British
author (1939- ).

• LOOKING BACK
Inn. Wilma Beatty is
Thirty

Tea years ago
Paul Kiesow, Steve Zes and
Harry Patterson are pictured at
the Purchase Area Industry
Appreciation Dinner held Sept. 1
at Executive Inn, Paducah. Pennwalt of Calvert City was honored as PADD Industry of the
year. Edwin Tuttle, chairman of
board of Pennwalt Corp. was
speaker.
Approximately 150 acres of
soybeans and woodlands near the
Johnny Downs home on Old
Salem Road were destroyed by
fire on Sept. 1.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Holland,
Aug. 20; a boy to Rodney and
Doris Ann Stallons, Aug. 25: a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Lanier Godfrey, ,Aug. 31.
Maxine Scott, president, presided at meeting of Calloway
County Homemakers Association

at Holiday
secretary-treasurer.
Twenty years ago
New members of Murray Rotary Club introduced at a meeting
at Murray Woman's Club House
were Dave Dickson, Joe Pat
Winchester, Dr. James A. Fisher
Sr., Dr. Ed Strohecker and Ray E.
Whitlow.
Virginia Swann is retiring as
bookmobile librarian for Calloway County Public- Library after
serving for almost 12 years.
After 41 years as a Murray
State tradition, The Hut is gone.
The Hut showed its face as a
restaurant for the last time on
Aug. 3 and has now reopened as
University Day Care Center,
according to Jack and Millie
Ward, owners.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Homer B. Futrell
Jr. Aug. 25.

years ago
The September term of Calloway County Circuit Court will
start Sept. 9 with Judge Earl
Osborne presiding.
An increase in the production
schedule of Murray Division of
the Tappan Company has resulted
in the addition of 30 employees
to the plant's work force, according to Swanton Seals, plant
superintendent.
Donald Tucker was named as
fund chairman for the 1963
United Fund Drive for Murray
and Calloway County. New officers are H. Glenn Doran, Joe Dick
and Mary Pace.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and, Mrs. John Weyers and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Pritchett.
Forty years ago
Six hundred and forty throe
persons had free chest x-rays at

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY. More than 20
years ago, I had two large tattoos
put on my upper arms — one on
each arm.(Just one wasn't enough!
They changed my life. With few
exceptions. I have riot bared my
upper torso to the world in more
than two decades.
.1 have heard of several procedures; to remove them. These
include dermabrasion. 'spier techniques and--skiik.grafts."nby. I've
suffered enough! Can you please
consult with your experts and recommend the most effective and
least expensive method of tattoo
removal?
I have met a lady, and I am
ashamed of these tattoos I inflicted

on myself .4,s a .young, privals_in the
Army.,Any Tielp you can give me
will be deeply appreciated.
Sorry this is not of "generalinterest" to all...Thank God the
masses are less easily influenced
than...

geons in one's local area, contact: The American Society for
Dermatologic Surgery, 1567
Maple Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60201.
This procedure is neither inexpensive nor painless. (Until you
make your decision. a "makeup".
— Covermark or Dermablend —
can be applied to cover your
tattoos.)

ONE DUMB PRIVATE
DEAR PRIVATE: Believe me,
you are not alone with your
problem. I am sure that many
readers will be interested in the
reminder that any dermatologic
surgeon can offer an enlightened opinion on the most
appropriate procedure for tattoo removal.
For a list of dermalblogic sur-
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THE FAR SIDE
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health problems, so they sit
b
me v.hilt' their wives dance once )r
twice. That's fine.)
What I object to is other women
asking him to dance as soon as my
back is turned.,A new young woman
mes. to muscle irrand- he says.. I'd
better ask her since she's trying to
be friendly.- I understand his being
flatteted by all the attention_ But
now he's insisting he needs his
independence to ask whomever he
wants.
Dancing has been our hobby.- We
took lessons in ballnxim dancing for
1-5-years. When he dances with
Scimeotie else, he doesn't do the
steps we know together.
He has left my bed over this and
I am devastated. Dancing helps my
arthritis considerably, so I don't
want to give it up.
HURTING ON THE SIDELINES
^

DEAR ABBY- My husband of 39
years is the Fred Astaire-of our club
and all the women want to dance
with him. That means sit it out. I
don't mind when - it's one of our
friends. (Their husbands have

DAILY COMICS

E

the State Mobile Trailer parked
on the court square in Murray on
Sept I.
Members of 4-H Clubs in Calloway County will participate in
the Kentucky State Fair at Louisville. Showing cattle will be John
Ed Foster, Jimmy Thompson,
Howard Steely and Walter Lee
Steely, all of Hazel. and Paula
Blalock of Murray Training. The
Calloway Dairy Judging team
will be Jimmy Thompson, Hazel,
Paula Blalock, Murray Training,
Jimmy Dunn, New Concord, and
Bobby Hall, Kirksey. Pat Murdock, Lyrin Grove, will enter the
Tractor Driving Contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Workman and children of Detroit,
Mich., have been the guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Workman and Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Miller

By GARY LARSON

DEAR HURTING: Invite him
back to bed because this can be
worked out. As long as he's
dancing under your nose, no
woman — regardless of age — is
a threat. You can tell him, however, that just because he gets
"friendly overtures," he is not
obligated to steer every woman
who asks around the floor. And
the next time she asks him —
eut in!
• • •

DEAR ABBY: I ami getting maned for the second time. As this will
be my fiance's first marriage, he
would like to celebrate our wedding
with a dinner and a reception. My
first marriage iwhich ended in
divorce..eight years later) took place .
15 years ago.
Since I am close to my uncles
and aunts on my father's side. I
would like to invite them to our
wedding: Would it be proper? They
attended my first wedding, and I
don't want them to think I am looking for another wedding gift Your
advice-, please?
UNDECIDED IN CANADA

CALVIN and HOBBES
MD FIGURES PREM.( Soot( LI SUPPOSE TIIATS EASIER
HEAD TIAROL.01 TNAN SENDING '10V TO Ckl4P
A TREE TRUNK AND HELL
AND ADVINE, ,_
4kIE SOME,PEKE AND (MET'
ni ON TO
'
viELL SURE
li- sir .
,
-r*LAT \T ME
NOUSE DION1
SELL'

KHOW WM DAD Got

ILL ukti

11-IAT BIKE! VIE'S
TRI NG TO
BUMP ME 04T'

CATHY
r OUR TRAVELER'S CIIECKS MERE
CAME ASHORE
STOLEN
WITH 1300 IN TRAVELER'S
"flECKS lino 'MYR( GONE

WE'VE BEEN PICK-POCKETED! ri—
EfoRE I PUT IN A CLAM
WIPED OUT!! OUR
PLEASE TALLY UP WIIAT 4.1"

-VACATION IS RUINED!'

JUST SPENT AT Tilt DuT4FREE SOUVENIR MART.

ROS8f.0 Of 01.40(
DIE.N$IN THAT
5(10010 COUNT
FOR SOMETAiNG

00P S

•

DEAR UNDECIDED: Since it
is your fiance's first wedding,
it's not fair to him and his family to request "No gifts." Issue
the invitations and make no
mention of gifts. However, you
should tell those relatives to
whom you feel close,"Please, do
not send me another wedding
gift. Just come and share our
joy!"

r 10€ ieERE
"Time out, please! ... Eyelash!"

• • *
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CROSSWORDS

L

ACROSS
1 Land
measure
5 Canine
8 Swiss —
12 Dirt
13 Period of
time
14 Reveal
15 Demon
16 Delay,
dawdle
la Spill — soup
19 Early morn
20 North or
South —
21 Printer's

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

M41411Uf

23 Martin ID
24 Prepares for

print
28 Falls short
28 The Ram
29 Distant
30 "— Town"
32 Mark left by
wound
33 Man's nick-

GARFIELD
•

"EM STORING
CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIES FOR
THE WINTER

2

1

3

name
34 Tender spot
35 Write
36 Cover
37 Surfeits
38 Pain
40 PPIKSOUS
stones
41 Article
43 Mother
44 Certain
45 Streep ID
47 Golfer's need
49 Cuttlefish
secretion
51 inlet
52 Beyond the
Common

Answer to Previous Puzzle
0120 0000 0030
000 0000 U00
000 000010000
00000 0003
MO GOO U0610
000 000 1510000
00 000 UOD
MO
EIG000 000 000
0000 OM 010

o
01:10000030 MOO
000U (30100 1000

1210100 UUOU iOU

cider
55 Asterisk
56 Louis —
57 Is in debt

9-2 i

4 Spanish
article
5 Transactions
6 Heraldic
bearing
7 Female:

DOWN
1 — Minor
2 Extended
trade
3 Tear
5

4

12

1993 United Feature Syndicate
month

9 Once around
track
10 — cooker
11 Juncture
16 Specks
17 Twelve
rrenths
20 Dock
22 Note of scale
25 Goddess of

colloo
ir Hebrew
6

7

I

9

10

11

14

13

hunt

26 Obese
27 Plunders
15
16
17
16
28 Viper
29 Novelty
2122
i9
ri
31 Legal matter
la
33 Baker's
27
11
,1
26
product
24
34 Identical
30
29
36 CaPItio of
II
Tibet
37 Caravansary
32
39 TV's Lone
11
35
Ranger:
Inds
WI
se
II
40 Direct, lied
41 The sweetsop
ill
h
i
i 42 One following
iii
44 NOW
111111
WI
45 Mud
6 Declares
i•uu
ill
WI
II
48 Greek letter
ii
52
50 Vast
51 Uncooked
53 Redford ID
54 Bond
nemesis
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PEANUTS
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TOO 816
FOR YOL)7
ALL R161.1T
BRING YOUR
OWN BALL
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To receive a collection of Abby's most
memorable — and moat frequently
requested — poems and essays. send a
business-sized. self•addreeised envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95
i$4.50 in ('•rradal to: Dear Abby's
-Keepers; P.O. Boa 447. Mount Morris.
111. 61054. iPostage is included.)

DR. GO7T
Fru a healthy
• 1)EA1111)R
bachelor with lady friends. money. a
nice apartment. vehicle and everything
I ever wanted Yet. I have an emotional
problem that causes me. to cry at the
happy or sad I
slightest occurrence
can't go to weddings or funerals and am
becoming concerned
DEAR READER Many healthy peo
ple experience strong emotional feel
ings at various times. Although it is not
-macho" for men to cry, more and more
males are beginning to accept this as,a
. natural human response to deep feel
mflStill, your tendency to Veep dunng
relatively inconseqttential events may
reflect an emotional problem of which
you are unaware You may benefit from
some short-term psychological counsel
ing that will help you learn more about
yourself
Feelings .of depression. loneliness
and vulnerability can easily cause
strong emotional responses. such as
crying. when the -right buttons are
pushed." Therefore, while crying is
normal for both men and women. you might profit from some counseling to
discover ways of more appropriately
understanding and controlling it
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report - Mental and Emotional
Illness " Other readers who would like
a copy should send Si 23 plus a long.
Self addressed. stamped envelope to'
P 0 Box 2433. New York. NY 10163,
Be sure to mention the title
Poti NVWSPAYEK F.N1'1ERPRISP: ASSN
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